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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
PurPOse of the studx. -- The purpose of the stud)" was to deter-
mine the prevalence of certain harmful health misconceptions among a 
group of coaches and physical educators in a sampling of public high 
schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
An additional objective of this stud)" was to determine the 
extent to which this group of coaches and ph)"sical educators is aware 
of the harmfulness of certain harmful health misconceptions. 
Comparisons of the prevalence of the harmful health misconoep-
tions, based on differences in professional preparation of the coaches 
and ph)"sical educators, were made. 
DeflJlition of terms used. -- For the purpose of this stud)" a 
health misconception is defined as: •An inaccurate or erroneous concept, 
relating to health, which is unsubstantiated b)" current scientific 
;I 
research and ma)" adversely affect total human well-being. 
The term high school coach is understood to be a member of the 
high school facult)",·who is not a full time ph)"sical educator, but 
is actively engaged in the instruction of an athletic activit)". 
' i/ Joseph Borozne, Jr., A Determip•tigp of the Preva1ence of Certain 
Harmful Health Miscongeptiops AmOPB Fr!sbmep Prospective E1ementatr 
S9hool Teagrs Attending State Teachers Col1eges in New England. 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston Universit)", 1957 
I 
The term high school physical educator is understood to be a 
member of the high school faculty, with professional preparation in 
physical education, who is teaching physical education on a full time 
basis. 
ll 
Justif~tion of thj;studi. -- Prel)ous studies by Salt, 
Dzenowagis, McPherson, and Borozne indicate that a large number 
of health misconceptions are prevalent among various groups of 
individuals. 
An individual who subscribes to health misconceptions may handi-
cap his own health and welfare and presumably have a detrimental 
effect on the health and well-being of others. 
The high school coach and physical educator is in a position to 
influence a large number of students as to their health and welfare. 
A coach or physical educator who subscribes to health misconceptions 
may, therefore, have a detrimental effect on the health and well-being 
of those students with whom he comes in contact, in addition to 
handicapping his own health. 
'i/ Benton E. Salt, A Stud;r of th9 Relative Preva1ence of Certain 
Uarmful Health Misconseptions apd Superstitions as Subscribed to 
b;r Boys apd Girls in florida fublic Sgbools. Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, New York University, 1936. 
2J Joseph G. Dzenowagis, A Determination of the Prevalence gf Certain 
Harmfu1 Health and Safety Misconpeptions Among Fifth apd Sixth Grade 
Chi1dren• Unpublished Docdoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1953. 
J.l Patricia V. McPherson, A DeterminAtion gf the Preva1ence of Certain 
Uarmfu1 Health and §arety Misconceptions Among Tenty Grade Girls. 
Unpublished Master of Education Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
~Joseph Borozne, Jr., op. cit. 
2 
Formal and direct health education will terminate, in most cases, 
when the student graduates from high school. Therefore, concepts 
acquired during the school years will probably be the basis for adult 
behavior in dealing with problems of health. 
It is hoped that the data obtained through this research will be 
of value in improving instruction in health and physical education. 
Scope of th9 study.-- The following major steps were involved 
in the completion of the study: (1) the collection of a number of 
health misconceptions with specific application to physical education 
and athletics; (2) the validation of the collected misconceptions and 
their evaluation to determine the degree of harmfulness for each state-
ment. (3) the construction of a suitable instrument to measure the 
extent to which the high school coaches and physical educators sub-
scribe to these misconceptions and also ~he extent to which they are 
aware of the harmfulness of the belief in such statements; (4) the 
administration of the instrument to one hundred currentlY active 
coaches and physical educators in the public high schools in Massachu-
setts; and (5) the analysis of the data b~ appropriate statistical 
measures. 
Assumptions m&de. -- The investigation of this problem was based 
upon the following assumptions: (1) that many people subscribe to health 
misconceptions; (2) that high school coaches and physical educators in 
Massachusetts may subscribe to health misconceptions; and (3) that a 
study of the extent to which these high school coaches and physical 
educators subscribe to and are aware of the harmfulness of certain 
health misconceptions would be of value in the improvement of instruc-
tion in health and physical education in order to benefit those child-
ren who may be influenced by their teachers in future years. 
Restatement of the prob1em.- The purpose of this study may be 
restated as follows: 
1. To construct and evaluate an instrument to determine the 
prevalence of certain harmful health misconceptions among 
high school coaches and physical educators in Massachuse.tts. 
2. To discover the extent to which the sampling of high school 
coaches and physical educators aubscribe to the harmful 
health misconceptions. 
3. To determine the extent to which the high school coaches 
and physical educators are aware of the harmfulness of 
certain harmful health misconceptions. 
4. To determine whether there are significant variations in the 
extent to which the coaches and physical educators subscribe 
to these harmful health misconceptions, based upon their 
professional preparation in the field. This primarily 
involves comparison of the scores received by the full time 
professional physical educators with those faculty members 
who are teaching in another area but coaching an athletic 
activity. 
5. To determine the validity and reliability of the measuring 
instrument. 
,CHJ.PTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
rntrpductiOQ.-- A review of the related literature revealed that 
a number or studies or health misconceptions have been conducted. The 
majority or these studies have used school children or various grade 
levels as subjects. Several studies havo been done in which the 
researcher tested prospective teachers, However, this writer has been 
unable to discover any study in which the investigator tested the 
misconceptions commonly held by teachers actuallY in the field. 
Neither has any study been done in which the misconceptions among 
physical educators have been examined. 
The instrument used in this study was patterned after that de-
veloped b,y Borozne for the purpose or examining prospective elementary 
. ll 
school teachers. 
A Detera1p•tipp or the Preva1ence of Certain Barmfu], Health 
Misconceptions Among Freshman Prospective ElementarY School Teachers 
2,/ 
Atten4'PP State Teaghers Colltpes in lty Eng]apd. The author listed 
three purposes for this study: ~) to construct and evaluate an 
i/ Joseph Borozne, Jr., A Determ1petion of the Prevalence of Certain 
Harmtul Health Miscpnceptiw MODi Freshmen Prospective Elpentaa 
S9hopl ;reaghers Attend1pg State Teaelwrs Cplleges in lew Engl•nd, 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Bostan University, 1957. 
2/ Ibid 
instrument for determining the prevalence of certain harmful health 
misconceptions among freshman prospective elementary school teachers 
enrolled in seventeen state teachers colleges in New England; (2) to 
determine the prevalence of these harmful health misconceptions among 
the prospective teachers; and (3) to determine the extent to which the 
prospective elementary school teachers are aware of the harmfulness 
of these harmful health misconceptions. 
The following steps were involved in the completion of this 
study: 
1. The establishment of criteria for the development of a suit-
able measuring instrument. 
2. The validation and evaluation of health misconceptions to 
determine their validity and degree of harmfulness. 
3. The construction and evaluation of a trial instrument. 
4. The revision of the trial instrument and its administration 
to 1044 freshman prospective elementary school teachers 
attending seventeen state teachers colleges in New England. 
5. The analysis of the results by appropriate statistical 
measures. 
The following criteria were used in the construction of the 
instrument: (1) it must be practical; (2) it must give no outward 
sign that a study of misconceptions was being conducted; (3) it must 
be valid and reliable; (4) it must be free from all statements pertain-
ing to religion or sex; and (5) it must provide for the inclusion of 
a large number of misconceptions. 
6 
In order to validate the instrument a jury of experts consisting 
of twenty-nine members was selected. These members included various 
medical specialists from both the physical and mental fields of 
medicine and also two health educators. 
A list of two hundred ninety-five statements was compiled and 
sent out to the jury for validation and to establish the degree of 
harmfulness for each statement. The jury was asked to rate each state-
ment as: (0) not harmful; (1) slightly harmful; (2) moderately harm-
ful; (3) extremely harmful, or to delete any statement which, in 
their opinion, was not completely false. The author then established 
the mean harmfulness rating as determined by this jury of experts. 
Any statement which was deleted by one or more jury members was not 
included in the instrument. 
On the basis of the jury responses, a trial instrument consist-
ing of one hundred seventy-one misconceptions and sixty-seven true 
statements was constructed and administered to sixty-three prospective 
elementary school teachers. The true statements used as camouflage 
were selected at random from several previous studies. 
Upon administration of the trial instrument it was found to be 
too lengthy and, therefore, it was cut down by eliminating those 
statements which were considered too obvious and the final instrument 
was developed. 
The final instrument contained one hundred thirty misconceptions 
and fifty-five true statements. This instrument was administered to 
1044 freshman prospective elementary school teachers attending 
7 
seventeen state teachers colleges in New England. 
The data obtained through the administration or this instrument 
vas treated for the folooving: 
1. The total score vas derived for each case based upon the 
number or misconceptions responded to incorrectly. 
2. The mean number or incorrect responses to all statements vas 
determined for each college and for all colleges. 
3. The colleges were grouped on the basis or their courses or 
study in health and biology and the mean number or incorrect 
responses according to group vas calculated. 
4. Analysis or variance vas used to determine the variance in 
prevalence or misconceptions among the prospective elementar,y 
school teachers according to colleges and according to 
groups having varied subject matter experience in college 
health and biology. 
5. The test had a reliability coefficient or .89 using HoTt's 
method or establishing reliability through analysis or 
ll 
variance. 
From the analysis or the data the following conclusions were 
justified: 
1. The mean number or the one hundred thirty harmful health 
misconceptions to which the prospective elementary school 
teachers responded incorrectly is 20.33. Ten per cent or 
more or the prospective teachers subscribed to seventy-two 
l/ Cyril Hoyt, "Test Reliability Estimated by Analysis of Variance", 
PsxghpJetrika (June, 1941), 6: 153-160. 
of the one hundred thirty false statements. 
2. The mean number of the one hundred thirty hur.mful health 
misconceptions to which the prospective elementary school 
teachers in each participating college subscribe ranges 
fr.m 15.29 to 26.03. 
3. The mean number of the one hundred thirty harmful health 
misconceptions to which the groups having varied subject 
matter experience in college health and biology subscribe 
ranges from 19.51 to 23 • .36. Groups having subject matter 
experience in college health or biology or the combination 
of college health and biology subscribe to fewer misconcep-
tions than does the group with neither health nor biology 
experience. 
4. There are highly significant differences in the number of 
harmful health misconceptions to which the prespective 
elementary school teachers subscribe according to college. 
5. There are significant differences in the number of har.mful 
. health misconceptions to which these prospective elementary 
school teachers subscribe according to subject matter exper-
ience in college health and biology. 
6. There are no significant differences in the type of mis-
conceptions subscribed to, regardless of the subj.ect matter 
experience in college health or biology. 
19 
7. There is close general agreement between the harmfulness 
ratings assigned to each statement b.1 the jury of experts 
and the ratings given the same statements b.1 the prospective 
elementary school teachers. 
8. The instrument is highly valid. 
9. The discriminative power of the instrument is adequate. 
10. The instrument is reliable. The coefficient of reliability 
is .89 using Hoyt's method of establishing reliability 
through analysis of variance. 
A Determ'n•tion of the Prevalence of Certain Harmful !?lth and 
Safety Misconceptions Ampng Firth apd Sixth Grade Children. The 
purpose of this study was to construct a suitable instrument for the 
deter.mination of the prevalence of certain harmful health and safety 
misconceptions among fifth and sixth grade children and to administer 
this instrument for the purpose of determining the prevalence. The 
author also intended to study variations of this prevalence according 
to grade level. 
To develop the instrument a list of two hundred three health 
misconceptions and thirty safety misconceptions was compiled. Sources 
for these statements were: (1) previous studies of health and safety 
misconceptions; (2) books and articles pertaining to health and safety 
misconceptions; (3} contributions from various students, teachers and 
physicians; and (4) contributions from press, magazine and radio. 
i/ Joseph G. Dzenowagis, A Determ1Mtion of the Prevalence of Certain 
Harmfu1 Health and Safetx Msscsmgeptigns Among Fifth and Sixth Grade 
Children, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1953. 
10 
The list of misconceptions was then reviewed and edited and then 
was submitted to a jury of experts which included: physicians, psychia.;;,. 
trists, pediatricians, surgeons and health educators. Each of the mis-
conceptions had been listed under one of the following areas: (1) care 
and prevention of disease; (2) personal hygiene; (3) nutrition; 
(4) drugs and patent medicines; (5) first aid; (6) exercise; (7) mental 
hygiene; and (8) safety. 
The jury of experts was asked to mark each of the statements as: 
(1) not harmful; (2) slightly harmful; (3) moderately harmful; (4) very 
harmful; (5) extremely harmful, or to delete any statement which in 
their opinion was not completely false. 
Arter the jury of experts had returned the items, a trial test 
was given to one hundred fifty-two fifth and sixth grade children in 
order that further improvements could be made on the test items. 
The final instrument was made up of one hundred eighty-seven 
health misconceptions and twenty-nine safety misconceptions. In addition 
to these false statements, seventeen true statements were included for 
camouflage. 
These slightly harmful, moderately harmful, very harmful, and 
extremely harmful misconceptions, which were used in the final instru-
ment, were equally divided into five test forms. 
The five inventory forms were then administered to 4155 fifth 
and sixth grade children. 
11 
The data collected from the administration of this test was 
analyzed as follows: 
1. Median, mean, standard deviation and reliability coefficient 
for each form was found. 
2. Percents of all responses for each misconception in each 
inventory form by fifth and sixth grade children was computed. 
3. The variation of the .true and sometimes true responses to 
each misconception by fifth and sixth grade children was 
found. 
4. The variation of the dontt know and dontt understand respon-
ses to each misconception by fifth and sixth grade children 
was compiled. 
The results obtained and the conclusions made from the analysis 
of the data include the following: 
1. Many harmfUl health and safety misconceptions are very 
prevalent among fifth and sixth grade children. 
a. Fifty per cent or more of the fifth grade children sub-
scribe to seventy-two of the two hundred sixteen harmful 
health and safety misconceptions. 
b. Fifty per cent or more of the sixth grade children sub-
scribe to sixty-nine af the two hundred sixteen harmful 
health and safety misconceptions. 
2. Variations in the prevalence of certain harmful health and 
safety misconceptions do exist. 
a. Eighty-five of the two hundred sixteen harmful health 
and safety misconceptions increased in prevalence from 
12 
the fifth to the sixth grade. 
b. One hundred twenty-two of the two hundred sixteen mis-
conceptions showed a decrease in prevalence from the 
firth to the sixth grade. 
c. Nine harmful health and safety misconceptions showed no 
change in prevalence between the firth and the sixth 
grades. 
3. It was found that the instrument used in this_ investigation 
had limited reliability. However, it is easy and quick to 
administer, has substantial validity, and functions as 
intended for the determination of the prevalence of the two 
hundred sixteen health and safety misconceptions among firth 
and sixth grade children. 
Many other studies using school children as subjects have been 
conducted, since this one, in which the investigators used the same 
form as did Dzenowagis. 
A Determination of the Extent to Which a Group of Prospective 
Elementar;y School Teachers is Aware of th!larmfulpess of Certain 
Harmful Health and Safet::r Misconceptions. This study, by the same 
·y . 
author as an investigatioj;Previousl;r mentioned, used the instrument 
developed by Dzenowagis. 
l/ Joseph Borozne, Jr., A Determ1pAtion of the Extent To Which A Gr9up 
of Pr9spectiye Elementaa Sch99l Teachers Is Aware of The Harmfulpess 
of Qertain Health and Safety M1sconcepti9ns, Unpublished Master of 
Education Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
2/ Joseph Borozne, Jr., op. cit. 
l/ Joseph G. Dzenowagis, op. cit. 
1 
The purpose of this stud7 was to determine the extant to which 
a group of prospective element&r7 school teachers was aware of the 
harmfulness of certain health and safety misconceptions, and to deter-
mine the extent to which this group subscribed to these harmful health 
and safety misconceptions. 
The instrument was administered to a group of fifty-five pro-
s~ctive elementary school teachers. This group consisted of fourteen 
men and forty-one women who were juniors in a school of education. 
The instrument was modified in such a way that the group did not 
have to evaluate any statement with which they were not familiar. 
The instrument contained two hundred three health misconceptions 
and thirty safat7 misconceptions. The members of the group be 1ng studied 
were asked to delate any statement which they considered to be not 
completely false, or to rate the statement which they considered harm-
ful by' means of the following scale: ( 0) not harmful; (1) slightly 
harmful; (2) moderatelY' harmful; (3) very harmful; or (4) extremely 
harmful. 
The data obtained through the administration of the instrument 
was anal7zad as follows: 
1. The frequena,y distribution of the responses for each mis-
conception was determined. 
2. The median of the frequena,y distribution for each misconcep-
tion was calculated. 
3. The median rating for each misconception evaluated by the 
group was compared with the median rating assigned to the 
same misconception by' the jury of experts. 
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4. The per cent of the group who deleted each misconception as 
being not completely false was determined. 
5. Misconceptions deleted as being not completely false were 
listed in descending order of their prevalence. 
6. The median rating representing the degree of harmfulness of 
each misconception was listed beside the same misconception 
which was deleted as not being completely false by five per 
cent or more of the prospective elementary school teachers. 
7. The per cent of the jury of experts who deleted certain 
misconceptions as not being completely false was compared 
with the per cent of the group of prospective elementary 
school teachers who deleted the same misconception. 
The following conclusions were.indicated: 
1. The group of prospective elementary school teachers who knew 
that certain health and safety misconceptions were completely 
false were also aware of their degree of harmfulness. 
2. Many of the health and safety misconceptions were subscribed 
to by the group of prospective elementary school teachers. 
A DetermiMtion of the Prevalence of Certain Harmful Health and 
Safety Misconceptions Among~ aM Sixth Grade Children in an 
Urb&n-Residential Commypity, The purpose of this study was te deter-
mine the prevalence of certain harmful health and safety misconceptions 
if Alexander F. Galarneaux, A Determipttion of t4e Prevalence of Certain 
Haraful. Health and Safety Misconceptions Among Fifth and Sixth Grade 
Children in an Urban-Residential Community, Unpublished Master of 
Education Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
15 
among fifth and sixth grade chUdren in an urban-residential comml.Ulity. 
The researcher used the same inventor,r forms as did Dzenovagis. 
These five inventory for.ms were administered to two hundred ninety-
seven fifth grade children and two hyndred sixty-four sixth grade 
chUdren in.an urban-residential community. The first four forms, A, 
'/ 
B,C, and D contained forty-three misconceptions and seventeen camouflage 
items while formE contained forty-four misconceptions and sixteen 
camouflage items. 
The data was analyzed to indicate the following: 
1. The mean, median, standard deviation and reliabUity co-
efficient for each inventor, form for each grade level. 
2. The per cent of all responses to each misconception in each 
inventory form by the fifth and sixth grade children was 
. domputed. 
3. The items of the inventor, forms were then set up into per-
centage tables according to: 
a. extremely harm.f'ul misconceptions. 
b. ver.r harm.f'ul misconceptions. 
c. moderately harm.f'ul misconceptions. 
d. slightly harmtul. misconceptions. 
4. Each percentage table shows the per cent of pupils answering 
each item true, sometimes true, false, don't know, don't 
understand and the total per cent answering true and sometimes 
true. 
i/ Jo~eph G. DBenovagis, op. cit. 
5. The first four percentage tables in the study show the per-
centage frequency of response for grade five. A second set 
of tables show the frequency of response for grade six. 
The results obtained and the conclusions made from the analysis 
of the data included the following: 
l. Many health and safety misconceptions are prevalent among the 
fifth and sixth grade children tested. 
2. 'l'venty-five per cent or more of the fifth grade children 
tested subscribed to one hundred seventy-five of the two 
~UDdred sixteen harmful health and safety misconceptions. 
3. Twenty-five per cent or more of the sixth grade children 
tested subscribed to *he hundred fifty-six of the two hundred 
sixteen harmful health and safety misconceptions. 
A Determination of the Preya1ence of Cer~jn Harmful Health and 
Safety Miscongeptions Among Tenth Gracie Girls. The purpose of this 
study was to determine the prevalence of certain harmful health and 
safety misconceptions among tenth grade girls in a large regional, 
all girls, high school located in a large city in the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts. This investigator used the instrument developed by y 
Dzenowagis. 
The health information inventory was administered to two hundred 
fifty girls in a large regional all girls high school located in a large 
iJ Patricia V. McPherson, A Determipation of the Prevalence of Certain 
Harmfu], Health and Safetx Miscugeptigps Among Tenth Grade Girls, 
Unpublished Master of Education Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
y Joseph G. Dzenowagis, op. cit. 
city in Massachusetts. 
Five inventor;y forms were equally and randomly administered under 
the investigator's direction, during school hours. The answer sheets 
used with each form of the inventor;y contained provisions for the 
following responses for each item: (1) true; (2) sometimes true: 
(3) false; (4) don't know; and (5) don't understand. 
After these inventory forms were administered the data was 
analyzed to indicate: 
1. The mean, median, standard deviation and reliability co-
efficients of each inventor;y form.. The reliability co-
efficients were determined by the use of the Kuder-Richardson 
formula #20. 
2. The per cent of all responses to each misconception in each 
inventory form was calculated. 
It was assumed that the sampling was random and that comparable 
groups responded to the statements in the inventory. 
The validity of the forms used in this study was determined by 
1/ 
Dzenowagis. All of the misconceptions used in the five inventory 
forms are considered completely false and harmfUl as determined by a 
jury of experts. The responses to the camouflage items ~ere not used in 
the analysis of the data. 
On the basis of the data collected and analyzed the following 
conclusions were made: 
1. Many harmful health and safety misconceptions are very 
i/ Joseph G. Dzenowagis, op. cit. 
prevalent among the tenth grade girls tested in this investigation. 
2. Twenty-five per cent or more of the tenth grade girls sub-
scribed to one hundred thirteen of the two hundred sixteen 
harmfUl health and safety misconceptions. 
According to the author, on the basis of the results of this 
study, the following recommendations are justifiable: 
1. Tenth grade teachers should determine the harmful health and 
safety misconceptions subscribed to by their pupils so as to 
more effectively organize their subject matter and experience 
in the field of health and safety. 
2. The prevalence of harmful health and safety misconceptions 
uong pup Us of other grade levels should be determined. 
A StudY of the Re1at~ Prevalence of UpfoJmded Health Beliefs 
In A Partiwaler Rural 4rea. The purpose of this study was two-fold; 
(1) to determine the prevalence of certain unfounded health beliefs 
among students in a particular rural community, attending grades 
seven through twelve; (2) to make comparisons on the basis of sex, 
grade level and the amount of previous training in courses of a science 
nature. 
Four hundred forty-two students participated in this study and 
the data was obtained by means of a questionnaire which contained two 
hundred eighty-eight items which had no factual basis in medical science 
if Mary Jane Robb, A StudY of th! Relative Prevalence of Unfounded 
Health Beliefs in a Particnltr Rural Area, Unpublished Master of Arts 
Thesis, Ohio Wesleyan University, 1939. 
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The items contained in the questionnaire were validated by a 
jur.y of fifteen experts in the fields from which many basic health 
principles are formulated. This group of experts included physicians, 
nurses, health administrators and health educators. 
The items were grouped into twenty-five areas so that areas in 
which unfounded health beliefs prevail, rather than isolated state-
ments, could be established. 
There were three possible responses to each statement in the 
questionnaire: (1) heard; (2) believe; (3) heard and believe. Con-
clusions were obtained for two indexes, heard and believe. 
The conclusions and findings were as follows: 
1. False health beliefs were answered heard and believe in all 
grade levels in varying percentages. 
2. There we.re two groups of beliefs ranking consistently low on 
the heard and believe indexes. These low areas were on 
general infections and hydrophobia. Items on fresh air, 
ventilation and sunshine ranked consistently high on both 
indexes. 
3. Generally speaking, the number of items believed decreased 
inversely with the amount of formal school training. 
4. Boys be~ieved about seven per cent more of all statements than 
did girls of the same grade level. 
5. About forty-three per cent of boys and girls believed the 
statements they had heard. 
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6. Boys and girls with the greater science background believed 
twenty-three per cent fewer statements heard in comparison 
with those students with little science training. 
A Study of the Relatin Prevtlence of Certain Harmfu1 Health 
Mi scppceptions and Supe~titions as Subscri'bed to by Boys and Girls in 
Florida Public Schools. This investigation was an attempt to discover 
the relative prevalence of certain health misconceptions and superstit-
ions as subscribed to by students in seventh, tenth and twelfth grades 
of Florida Public Schools. Salt also made comparisons on the basis of 
sex, race, grade, type of home community, and geographic location. 
He also set out to discover whether there was any relationship between 
health knowledge and the socio-economic status on the one hand and 
belief in health misconceptions on the other. 
The questionnaire used in this study was titled: "Health Inform-
ation Test". This questionnaire contained one hundred eighteen false 
and thirty-two true statements. 
The items contained in this questionnaire were examined and 
validated by a jury of six ph)rsicians. 
Two thousand six hundred twenty-nine valid forms were administered 
in twenty-six Florida Public Schools for white children and five hundred 
ninety-two test forms were used in six public schools for negro children 
This totaled 3,221 subjects tested for the purpose of this study. 
i/ E. Benton Salt, A St'Udx of the Relative Prevalence of Certain Health 
Misconceptions and Superstitions as 3ubscri'bed to by Boys And Girls in 
Florida fublic S9hoo1s, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, New York 
University, 1936. 
The Spearman-Brown Propbes7 Formula was used to establish reli-
abUit7 of the instrument. A reliability coefficient of 1903 was obtain-
ed for the health information test. 
In an attempt to discover the type of health misconception 
characteristic of various student groups, test items were classified on 
the basis of subject matter. 
Scores on the test were compared statistically on the basis of 
grade, sex, type of home community, and the geographic location. To find 
the relationship between the socio-econo.aic status of students and the 
degree to which the students subscribed to certain health misconcep-
tions, the scores made b.r 638 white students on the Sims Score Card for 
Socio-Economic Status were correlated with the scores made by the same 
students on the "Health Information Test". 
Some of the results of the stud7 were as follows: 
1. It was found that health misconceptions were quite prevalent 
among students of the seventh, tenth and twelfth grades in 
the Florida Public Schools, and it appeared that the formal 
education had not eliminated certain beliefs of those students 
tested. 
2. There was no outstanding characteristic health misconception 
among those students tested. The number of health misconcep-
tions subscribed to b,y the twelfth grade students increased in 
the tenth and seventh grades respectively. 
3. Certain health misconceptions were subscribed to in a greater 
degree b,y the girls tested in comparison with the boys tested. 
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4. Students in urban areas subscribed to certain health mis-
conceptions and superstitions to about the same degree as 
did those students from rural areas. 
5. White students living in East Florida subscribed to certain 
health misconceptions aDd superstitions in about the same 
degree as did those white students living in West Florida. 
6. Negro students subscribed to certain health misconceptions 
and superstitions to a much greater degree than did white 
students of the same grade level. 
7. There were no health misconceptions or superstitions found 
to be characteristic or peculiar to any group as classified 
b,y grade, race, geographic location, sex or type of home 
community. 
8. Little relationship between the socio-economic status and 
the degree to which the student subscribed to certain health 
misconceptions or superstitions could be established. 
ll 
Commonly Held Superstitions Which Max Affect Health Practices. 
This study deals with superstitions commonly- held by high school 
students which may have some effect upon their health practices. 
This study was conducted as follows: 
1. A true-false questionnaire was formulated on popular health 
falacies found in literature. 
2. Children in the locality were questioned in regard to the 
superstitions in which they believed. 
l/ Genevieve Sanchez, Commqnly Held Superstitions Which Ma:r Affect 
De•lth Practices, Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis, Colorado State 
College of Education, 1937. 
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3. The health questionnaire vas formulated containing sixty-eight 
health superstitions that might have some effect on the health 
practices or those persons who subscribed to them. 
4. The total population of two junior high schools and three 
senior high schools in Colorado were given the questionnaire. 
This made a total of seven hundred seventy-six subjects. The 
students were asked to answer only those questions which they 
knew or had heard before. 
5. Positive answers were tabulated and converted into per cents. 
Conclusions shoved that of the seven hundred seventy-six students 
tested more than fifty per cent believed in nineteen or more of the 
sixty-eight superstitions contained in the questionnaire. 
S,pmpnry.-- A review of the literature revealed that the preval-
ence of health misconceptions and superstitions is high among all the 
groups investigated. This appears to be the case regardless of the 
amount of formal education common to the groups tested. However, the 
number of health misconceptions subscribed to seems to decrease pro-
portionatelY when the amount of formal education, particularly in 
biology and related subjects, increases. 
The prevalence of health misconceptions and superstitions seems 
to be unrelated to socio-economic status, geographic location, or sex. 
The populations from urban areas seem to subscribe to the misconcep-
tions to about the same degree as those populations of rural areas. 
The onlY investigator who attempted to determine the extent to 
which the subjects were aware of the harmfulness of certain health 
y 
misconceptions was Borozne. Most of the related studies employed a 
true-false type of questionnaire or instrument but there were some 
differences in the construction of these. 
The review of the literature has not revealed any investigation 
similar in nature and purpose to the one proposed here. No other study 
has tested teachers of any area who are actually in the profession. 
Neither has any study of the misconception type attempted to connect 
physical education with health. 
This study represents an attempt to determine the prevalence of 
certain harmful health misconceptions among high school coaches and 
pbysical educators and to determine the extent to which these coaches 
and physical educators are aware of the harmfulness of the misconcep-
tions. 
i/ Joseph Borozne, Jr., op. cit. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
rntr9duotiqn.-- The procedures selected for use in this study 
were based on the following: (1) the construction and evaluation of an 
instrument to determine the prevalence of certain harmful health mis-
conceptions among high school coaches and physical educators; (2) the 
determination of the prevalence of these harmful health misconceptions 
among the high school coaches and physical educators; (3) the determin-
ation of the extent to which the high school coaches and physical 
educators were aware of the harmfulness of these misconceptions; (4) the 
determination of variations in the extent to which the coaches and 
physical educators subscribe to these harmful health misconceptions, 
based upon professional preparation in the field of physical education; 
(5) the validity and reliability of the measuring instrument. 
study: 
The following major steps were involved in the completion of this 
1. The collection of a number of health misconceptions with 
specific application to physical education and athletics. 
2. The validation of the collected misconceptions and their 
evaluation to determine the degree of harmfulness for each 
statement. 
3. The construction of a suitable instrument to measure the 
extent to which the high school coaches and physical educators 
subscribe to these misconceptions and also the extent to which 
they are aware of the ha~ess of the belief in such state-
ments. 
4. . The administration of the instrument to one hundred currentlY 
active coaches and physical educators in the public high 
schools in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
5. The analYsis of the data by appropriate statistical measures. 
Criteria for the construction of the instrument.- Prior to the 
construction of a suitable measuring instrument it was necessary to 
establish certain criteria for its development. The criteria set forth 
were: 
1. It must be practical. Since this questionnaire was to be 
sent through the .11181J. to the coaches and physical educators 
and since the amount of time that these people could donate 
was ltmited, it was decided that the instrument must necess-
arily be shorter than those used in previous studies of this 
type. 
2. It must give no outward indication that a study of miscon-
ceptions was being conducted. 
3. It.must be valid and reliable. 
4. All statements contained in the questionnaire must be per-
tinent to the field of athletics and physical education. 
5. It must be free from all statements pertaining to religion 
or sex. 
CompilAtion or heAlth miSCOPC@ptiqns. -- A list or eighty 
health misconceptions which have particular relevance to the field or 
athletics and physical education was compiled. These statements were 
obtained through the use or the following sources: (1) previous studies 
involving health and safety misconceptions; {2) books and articles 
pertaining to health, safety and physical education; (3) contributions 
or various students, teachers and physicians; and (4) press, radio and 
television. 
These statements were then classified according to subject in 
order to facilitate further treatment. The classification and number 
or statements in each type are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Classification of Statements Pertaining to Health in 
Instrument tor Jury Validation 
Type Number Type Number 
Nutrition 11 Care and Prevention 
Exercise 28 or disease and 
Drugs and Patent injury 24 
Medicines 1 Mental Hygiene ___b. 
Personal Hygiene 12 
Total 80 
Va1idation •pd eva1uation or the statements. -- It was determined 
that in order to validate and evaluate the misconceptions and to deter-
mine their degree or harmfulness it would be necessary to establish a 
jury or experts to which a list or the statements would be sent. The 
following criteria were established tor the selection or these jury 
28 
members; 
1. Since qualification as an expert in this field requires a 
considerable amount of formal education in the field under 
consideration, it was decided that the first requirement for 
a jur.y member was that he hold a doctor's degree, either in 
an academic or medical area. 
2. Because of the relevance to pbysical education and athletics 
it was decided that any medical doctor to serve as a jury 
member must have had considerable experience as a team phys-
ician. 
3. It was further decided that any jury of this type should 
include members with experience in health education. Further-
more, this experience should include some writing and/or 
research in the area. 
4. Since the study was primarily concerned with health miscon-
captions as they appl;y to athletics and physical education, 
it was necessary to include, as a jury member, an expert from 
the field of physical education. It was necessar;y that this 
expert have some experience in the physiological aspects of · 
this field and that he have participated in some writing 
and/or research. 
With this criteria in mind, and with the suggestions of a prom-
l/ 
inent health education specialist, a list of ten such experts was 
l/ Leslie W. Irwin, Ph.D., Professor of Education, Boston University, 
School of Education, 332 Bay State Road, Boston, Massachusetts. 
compiled and the cooperation of each was solicited b,y letter of 
Jj 
invitation. Seven of these experts expressed a willingness to co-
operate and it was decided that this would be a sufficient number for 
the purpose of this research. y 
The jury included the following: 
1. One Professor of Physical Education. 
2. Three Professors of Health Education. 
3. Two Team Physicians. 
4. One Associate Professor of Biology and Physiology. 
A special instrument was then constructed for the validation and 
:J/ 
evaluation of the health misconceptions by the jury of experts. 
This instrument consisted of the following: 
1. A list of eighty health misconceptions with particular rele-
vance to athletics and pb;rsical education. Each statement 
had an appropriate rating scale following it. 
2. An instruction sheet consisting of the following: 
a. A list of possible harmtul effects that might result from 
the belief in health misconceptions. 
b. A definition of the term "health misconception" as related 
to the study. 
c. Instructions for the jurors to rate each statement as 
(0) not harmful; (1) slight;Ly harmful; (2) moderately 
l/ Append 1x .A.. 
y For a listing of the names, fields of specialization, and addresses 
or the jurors see Appendix A. 
J/ Append 1x A. 
ha.rmtul; (3) extremely harmful; or to delete any statement 
which in the 1r opinion was not completely false. The 
jurors were also asked to delete any statement which in 
their opinion was not sufficiently pertinent to athletics 
or physical education. 
d. Space for the jurors to indicate any additional suggestions 
or correct ions. 
The data obtained through the administration of this jury valid-
ation instrument was then analyzed to indicate: (1) the frequena,y 
distribution of responses; and (2) the mean harmfulness rating for each 
statement. Seven statements were deleted by one or more of the jury 
members and two were assigned mean harmfulness ratings of •not harm-
ful". These nine statements were, therefore, not considered to be 
harmful health misconceptions for the purpose of this study. The 
complete results of this analysis are shown in Appendix A, Table lA. 
Construction of the fipal instrmwnt.-- The investigator conclud-
ed that the needs of the study would best be met by an instrument 
quite similar to the jury validation and evaluation instrument. This 
instrument was constructed in the form of a "Questionnaire of Health 
ll Opinion" which consisted of: (1) a personal data section; (2) a list 
of statements pertaining to health with a rating scale of zero to 
three after each; and (3) an instruction sheet containing the follow-
ing direct ion: 
i/ Append 1x B. 
l. If you agree with a statelll8nt and think it is true, draw a line 
through the rating scale. 
2. If you disagree with a statement and feel that it is a miscon-
ception, you are to evaluate its degree of harmfulness accord-
ing to the following scale: (0) not harmful; (l) slightly harm-
ful; (2) moderately hal"'lful; (3) extremely harmful. Encircle 
the number which expresses the degree of harmfulness that may 
result from possession of, or belief in, each statement with 
which you disagree. 
The statements contained in the final instrument consisted of 
seventy-one misconceptions and twenty-three randomly distributed true 
statements. These true concepts were selected at random from various 
books and articles pertaining to health and physical education. They 
were of varied difficulty and needed to prevent "loading• of the 
instrument and to prevent the coaches and physical educators from 
becoming aware that a study of misconceptions was being conducted. 
The answers given to these statements were disregarded in the final 
analysis of the data. 
Table 2, which follows, shows the number of harmful health mis-
conceptions with specific application to physical education and 
athletics, according to topical area, which were used in the final 
instrument. 
~able 2. Classifi~tion of Ha~ Health Misconceptions in the 
Final Instrument. 
Type llumber rType :tfumber 
Nutrition 10 Care and Prevention 
Exercise 23 of Disease and 
Drugs and Patent Injury 23 
Medicines 1 Mental Hygiene 4 
Personal Hygiene 20 
Total 71 
1J-inistration of the fip•l instru;ent. -- A letter of invit-
ation was sent to the Athletic Director of every public high school 
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This letter solicited the 
cooperation of the director and his staff of coaches and physical edu-
cators. The director was asked to return a post card on which he would 
indicate his willingness to cooperate and the number of questionnaires 
needed. From the list of high schools which expressed a willingness 
to cooperate another list, totaling one hundred fifty persons, was 
compiled. Questionnaires were then sent to each of these schools. 
Although only one hundred of the questionnaires were to be used in the 
study, one hundred fifty were sent out in order to allow for some not 
being returned. The first one hundred to be returned were used for 
the analysis of the data. Questionnaires were sent only to those 
schools which had previously agreed to cooperate. 
iJ Appendix B. 
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Organization and treat;ent of data. -- No attempt has been made 
to conduct extensive statistical analysis of the data obtaimed through 
this research. The investigator limited the analysis to those pro-
cedures relevant to the ~tated purpose of the study. The procedures 
used in the organization and treatment of the data were: 
1. A total score was derived for each subject based upon the 
number of misconceptions responded to incorrectly. 
2. The percentage frequena,y of incorrect responses for each 
ll 
statement was calculated. Since one hundred cases were 
used the number of incorrect responses also indicates the 
percentage. 
3. The subjects were ~rouped on the basis of their professional 
preparation in physical education and th~ number of incorrect 
responses to the misconceptions according to group was cal-
culated. The details of this grouping will be discussed in 
chapter four. 
4. The mean ha1'lll.f'Ulness rating for each statement, as determined 
by the coaches and physical educators was calculated. 
5. The mean harmfulness rating for each statement, as determined 
by the jury of experts was compared with the rating described 
under part (4). This was organized in table form. 
6. The reliability of the instrument was determined by the use 
of Hoyt •s method of estimating reliability using analysis 
:;/ 
of variance. 
l/lppendix B. Table lB 
2/ Cyril Hoyt, "Test Reliability Estimated by Analysis of V8 riance", 
.,CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purposes of this study were: (1) to construct and evaluate 
an instrument to determine the prevalence of certain harmful health 
misconceptions among high school coaches and physical educators; (2) 
to determine the extent to which a sampling of the coaches and physi-
cal educators in the public high schools in Massachusetts subscribe 
to these certain harmful health misconceptions; (3) to determine the 
extent to which these high school coaches and physical educators are 
aware of the harmfulness of these harmful health misconceptions. 
The data collected by means of this investigation was analyzed 
to indicate: 
1. The validity of the instrument. 
2. The reliability of the instrument. 
3. The prevalence of harmful health misconceptions among the 
high school coaches and physical educators in Massachusetts. 
4. V~riations in prevalence of harmfUl health misconceptions 
according to group based on professional preparation in the 
fields of health and physical education. 
5. The extent to which the high school coaches and physical 
educators are aware of the harmfulness of these harmful 
health misconceptions. 
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6. The variations in type of misconceptions prevalent among groups 
of coaches and physical educators, according to professional 
preparation in the fields of health and physical education. 
Validity of the instru!J!Ant. - The validity of the instrument was 
established by a jury of seven experts in the fields of health and phys-
ical education. Each of the misconceptions used in the Questionnaire 
of Health Opinion was considered completely false by all seven of the 
jury members. Each misconception used was also considered harmful in 
that it ~t have received a mean harmfulness rating of 0.5 or over by 
J/ 
the jury. 
Reliability of the 1pstrnp!}• -- The reliability of the instru-
ment was obtained through Hoyt 1s method of estimating reliability 
using analysis of variance. Table 3 shows the estimate of reliability. 
Table 3. Estimate of Reliability Using Analysis of Variance 
Source of 
Variation 
Among Items 
Among Subjects 
Residual 
Total 
Sum of 
Sauares 
131.11 
79.58 
10ll.02 
ll21.71 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
70 
99 
7tf19 
7268 
r = 1 - ~ • .86 
.804 
Mean 
Sauare 
1.916 
.804 
.115 
i/ The degree of harmfulness assigned to each .statement by the jury 
refers to the following rating scale:· 0 -not harmful; 1 • slightly harm-
ful; 2 - moderately harmful; 3 • extremely haruiful. 
~ Hoyt, op. cit. 
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The reliabUit:y coefficient of .86 indicates that the reliability 
of the instrument was satisfactor:y. 
Preva}ence of certain harmfUl health misconceptions among one 
hJmdred coaches tpd phYsical edugatprs in the public; hi@ sghppls pf 
MaSSachusetts. -- Table 4, which follows, shows the percentage or 
incorrect responses by the high school coaches and physical educators 
to each harmful health misconception. In this table, the statements 
are listed in the same order that the:y appear in the Questionnaire 
of Health Opinion, with the exception that the true statements which 
were included :{or the purpose of camouflage have been eliminated. The 
answers given to the twent:y-three true statements were not used at all 
in the analysis of the data. 
Table 4 also lists the mean harmfulness rating, as determined b.Y 
the jur:y of experts, for each state•nt. 
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Table 4. Prevalence of Certain Harmful Health Misconceptions Among 
High School Coaches and Pb7sical Educators in Massachusetts 
Health Misconceptions With Specific 
Application to Athletics and Pb7sical 
·Education 
1. Arch supports should be worn by all 
athletes with flat feet. • • • • • • 
2. Wearing bathing caps or ear plugs 
• • 
while swtmaing will insure protection 
against ear trouble ••••••••••• 
4. It is a bad health habit to drink water 
during the course or an exercise 
J)Briod • •••••••••••• . . . 
5. . The main function or perspiring is to 
eliminate body poisons. • • • • • • • 
6. When training children one should re-
member that they are miniature adults 
and treat them accordingly. • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
8. Once you stop exercising, muscle changes 
to rat. • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • 
10. The best W81 to lose weight is to 
exercise. • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 
11. The immediate treatment to be given for 
a sprain or strain is the immersion of 
the affected part in hot water in order 
to prevent swelling ••••••••••• 
Per 
Cent 
37 
36 
34 
41 
20 
20 
15 
7 
fcontinued on next page) 
Degree :::.t 
or 
Harmful-
ness 
2.2 
1.7 
1.1 
2.0 
2.0 
1.1 
1.6 
2.6 
J1 The degree of harmfulness assigned to each statement, by the jur,y, 
refers to the following rating scale: 
1. - ... Slightly Hal'lllf'ul 
2. - - Moderately Harmful 
3. - - Extremely Hal'JilVUl 
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Table 4. (continued) 
12. 
Health Misconceptions With Specific 
Jpplication to Athletics and Physical 
Education 
The best thing to do when your muscles 
'are stiff and sore is to work the stiff-
ness out b,y taking further vigorous 
exercises. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
13. The cause of overweight, in most cases, 
is lack of exercise ••••••••••• 
15. Regular vigorous exercise increases a 
person's resistance to infectious 
disease • ••••••••••••••• 
17. Over-exercise is a cause of heart 
. . 
disease • ••• ~ ••••••••• . . . . 
18. 
19. 
The less you eat during hot weather the 
less you will feel the heat. • • • • • 
Being massaged regularly is effective 
in weight reduction. • • • • • • • • • 
21. All men are created with an equal cap-
acity for achievement. • • • ~ • • • • • 
22. People who are strong and healty are 
sufficientlY fortified against com-
Per 
"cent 
11 
14 
40 
19 
42 
20 
4 
, Degree 
of 
Harmful-
ness 
2.1 
2.0 
2.1 
2.1 
1.0 
1.7 
2.1 
municable disease. • • • • • • • • • • • • 14 2.4 
23. It is a good idea for all athletes to 
take vitamin pills daily • • • • • • • • 
24. The best way to treat a black eye is to 
put a piece of raw meat on it. • • • • • 
25. If you have a good tan you cannot get 
a sll!lburn. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(continued on next page) 
36 1.3 
10 1.8 
15 2.3 
1&.0 
" Table 4. (continued) 
Alllltl'-'"9111:11 
Bealtk Misconceptions With Specific Per of 
Application to Atkletics and Pb7aical Cent Haratul-
•..:a··--"' ton N!IIAA 
'Zl. Slew learners re .. ber better than 
fast learaars. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 .8 
28. OYerwe ight is usua~ due to fault7 
glaDds. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 9 2.3 
30. A frequent cause of heart troUble is 
athletics. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 9 1.8 
32. To go on a diet alW&7s •ans to eat 
leas toed. . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • 10 1.3 
33. Taking vitain pills is the best V87 
to get 1'i)111' necessa~ vitaains. • . . • • 10 1.7 
34. Bard athletic training lengthens 
l:l.re. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 14 1.0 
35. Exercising re&UJ,arl.y' is a sure V87 to 
prevent disease. • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 1.8 
37. Wearing sunglasses will give 70ur e,.es 
coaplete protection from the sun • • • • 5 2.0 
39. It is a poor idea tor an athlete to 
eat banauas in his pre-gaae •al be-
cause the7 are hard to digest •••• • • 50 .7 
40. The best vat to get water out ot 70ur 
ears is ~. hold 70ur .outh ud nose 
2.6 closed aDd blov hard. • • • • • • • • • 4 
41. One should neTer allow a chUd vith a 
hoart llUrllU1" to participate 1D aJQ' 
fol'll ot athletics because it 11&7 cause 
serious trouble 1D later lite. • • • • • 11 1.7 
(continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (coatinued) 
Health Misconceptions With Specific 
Application to Athletics and 'Plo'sical 
'D...:I ~ ... ton .. 
42. Athletes heart is an eDlargiDg or the 
heart due to strenuous exerciae and is 
liable to cawse trouble in later lite. . • • 
43. It is possible for all runners to ac-
quire 1 aecoad v1Jad and the7 should 
keep training untU th:l.a abUit7 is 
deTeloped. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
44. We.icht lifting 1a a poor polic,. tor 
athletes because it _,. cause thea to 
be auscle bo'UJld. • • • • • • • • • • • 
45. .An athlete who participates 1D an event 
in which speed is an i:aportant factor 
should D$ver include weight training in 
his prograa because it has been proven 
that this practice tends to slow down 
• • 
'Che speed et auscular contraction • • • • • 
46. It would be a good idea to feed sugar 
•o a 100 J8rd sprinter just prior to 
t.be race because this would provide hill 
with more food tor his muscles. • • • • • • 
48. During practice, an athlete sh.uld practice 
those skills requiring gross aove•nts 
when he is fresh and reserve the practice 
or the fine altills tor when he is fatigued. 
49. Massage is a good aethod or varaf.Dg-up 
tor an athletic event. • • • • • • • • • • • 
50. It 1a not like~ that the experienced 
athlete will experience the senaation knosn 
as pre-g- tension. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(continued on mext page} 
Per 
Cent 
16 
50 
12 
11 
22 
7 
28 
7 
u"""""" 
or 
Harmtul-
nar:~• 
1.8 
1.1 
1.6 
1.1 
.7 
1.7 
1.0 
1.4 
111 
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Table 4. (continued) 
·Health Misconceptions With Specific Per ~g~ee ot 
·Application to Athletics aDd Physical Cent Bal'Jltul-Education ness 
52. Children in the age group ot ten 
through twel~ are sutticientq mature 
tor contact s~orts. • • • • • • • • • • 9 2.7 
53. It is possibl• to indicate a si.Dgle 
standard diet that would be entirel7 
satistactor,r for all athletes provid-
1Dg they were all participating in the 
same event; • • • • • • • •. • • • • •• ll 1.6 
54. Athletes should tr,r to el:I.JiiDate all 
tats troa their diet duriDg the com-
petitive season. • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 1.3 
56. An athlete can never get too much pro-
tein in his diet. • • • • • • • • • • • 32 1.1 
57. An excellent V&7 tor an overweight 
athlete to reduce his dail7 caloric 
intake would be to elillinate taking 
breakfast • ••••••••••••• . . 1 1.8 
58. Hot baths are an excellent V&'1' tor an 
athlete to control his weight. • • • • • 4 1.8 
60. Most athletic activities provide sur-
ticient auscular ..er1oad to increase I 
the athlete ts strength to a great 
extent. . • . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . 38 .8 
61. Most aodern authorities feel that 
weight trainiDg has no place in athleticl 
except to strengthen parts tolloviDg 
lnjurJ". • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 1.1 
63. Massage will stt.ulate the production 
ot lactic acid in the muscles. • • • • • 29 .8 
{continued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
Health Misconceptions With Specific Per Degree ,,Ha~-Application to Athletics and Phraical Cent 
111
"'· • .a. -ton naaa 
64. BeaV7 us sage, when used as a •ana of' 
reduciDg llUSCle spaSil should be con-
ttnued tor a period of' at least tvent7 
minutes after the spasa has started 
to sotten. . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 46 1.7 
66. There is same scientific evidence to 
shov that permanent harm U7 result from 
severe exertion during participation 
in athletics. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 48 1.0 
67. It is generall7 permissible tor an injured 
athlete to return to plq ·just as soon as 
.he reels that be is read7 •••••••• • • 10 2.8 
68. Athletes should be instructed to report 
o~ those injuries which are Mjor and 
will require the care of' a pbJ'sician. • • • 4 2.7 
69. In reJIOYiDg adhesive tape the best pro-
cedure is to tear it ott qui~ with a 
sharp snap. This will cause less pain 
than teari.Dg it ott slev:Q-••••••• • • 27 2.3 
71. Shin splints are actual:Q- a tora of' mild 
fracture of' the tibia. • • • • • • • • • • 31 1.6 
72. The t..ediate care tor a muscle contusion 
or "Charle7 horse• is the application of' 
heat to the atf'ected part. • • • • • • • • • 44 2.1 
73. It is illportant that the coach bEd iate:Q-
reduce a dislocated shoulder because if' 
it is allowed to stq dislocated tor even 
a ~~w minutes there is danger of' severe 
~'lir7 to tendons, arteries and veins •••• 13 2.8 
~continued on next page) 
"' 
Table 4. (contiDued) 
Health Misconceptions With Specific 
Application to Athletics aDd Ph7sical 
,...:~. 1t.ion 
7 4. It has been proven that the wara-up 
process is ineffective and should be 
eliminated. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
76. It is a good idea to give an unconscious 
athlete something to driDk. • • • • • • • • 
77. A great deal or emrcise can never hurt 
&n.70De· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
78. People who emrcise a lot live longer than 
Per 
Cent 
4 
1 
6 
Degree 
or 
Harmful-
ness 
1.8 
3.0 
2.4 
others. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • 12 1.1 
80. .ln emrcise is not really effective unless 
it leaves ;your muscles stiff and sore. • • • 5 2.0 
81. A good ~ to treat blisters is to pinch a 
hole in them. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 2.4 
82. All athletes should take vitamins in pill 
form during the competitive ·season. • • • • 21 1.4 
84. Vitamins in certain pills are better than 
those found in natural roods. • • • • • • • 
85. _ A chUd with arrr form of heart trouble 
should keep awq from arrr fora or exercise. 
87. The best athletes have the biggest .llUScles. 
88. lo good athlete smokes •••••••• . . . 
7 
8 
2 
26 
1.7 
2.3 
1.4 
.8 
89. Exercising regularly is a sure ~to 
prevent disease. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 10 1.8 
( contiDued on next page) 
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Table 4. (continued) 
~====================~==~~==== Degree 
, Health Misconceptions With Specific 
Application to Athletics and Physical 
Education 
91. Athletes should avoid arrr tJpe of 
medicine that contains alcohol. • . . . . 
92. Men with large muscles are usua~ health-
ier than men with small muscles ••••• 
93. Most accidents in athletics cannot be 
preve~ted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
94. The only good way to help a drowning perso 
is to jump into the water to save him. • • 
Par 
Cent 
2 
7 
7 
of 
Harmful-
ness 
1.8 
1.6 
2.7 
3.0 
-------------------- ~ ---------------------------~--------------------
The data in Table 4 indicate that the per cent of high school 
coaches and ph7sical educators who su.b~cribe to the harmful health mis-
conceptions ranges from 1 to 50. Ten per cent or more of the high 
school coaches and physical educators subs.cribe to forty-five of the 
seventy-one misconceptions while twenty per cent or more of these sub-
jects subscribed to twenty-four of the harmful health misconceptions. 
Among individual coaches and physical educators the range of 
incorrect responses was from two to thirty-five. The mean number of 
incorrect responses aaong the high school coaches and physical educators 
was 12.18. 
Table 5 lists, in order of prevalence, the harmful health mis-
conceptions subscribed to by twenty per cent or more of the high school 
coaches and physical educators. 
45 
·' 
1..6 
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Table 5. Harmful Health Misconceptions Subscribed to b,r Twenty 
Per Cent or More or the High School Coaches and 
Ph7sical Educators. 
Degree 
Health Misconceptions MOst Frequently Per or 
1') Cent Subscribed To. Harmful-
ness 
39. It is a poor idea tor an athlete to eat 
bananas in his pre-gaM •al because 
they are hard to digest. • • • • • • • • • 50 .7 
43. It is possible for all runners to acquire 
a second wind and they should keep train-
1ng until this abUit7 is Mftloped. • • • 50 1.1 
66. There is some scientific evidence to show 
that penument harm E7 result troa severe 
exertion during participation in athletics. 48 1.0 
64. Heavy massage, when used as a •ans or 
reducing auscle spaa should be continued 
for a period or at least twenty ~utes 
after the spaSil has started to soften. • • 46 1.7 
72. The immediate care for a .uscle contusion 
or •Charley horse• is the application or 
heat to the affected part. • • • • • • • • 44 2.1 
18. The less you eat during hot weather the 
less you will feel the heat. • • • • • • • 42 1.0 
5. The main function or perspiring is to 
elbainate body poisons. • • • • • • • • • • 41 1.1 
15. Regular vigorous exercise increases a 
person's resistance to infectious disease. 40 2.1 
60. MOst athletic activities previde sufficient 
auscular overload to increase the athlete's 
strength to a great extent. • • • • • • • • 38 .8 
1. J.rch supports should be worn by all ath-
letes with flat teet. • • • • • • • • • • • 37 2.1 
(continued on next page) , 
Table 5. (continued) 
Health Misconceptions Most Frequently 
Subscribed 'To. 
2. Weariag -'bathing caps or ear plugs while . 
swillllling will insure protectiOD against 
ear trouble. • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • 
23. It is a good idea foJ.' all at.bletes to take 
vitamin pills daf.l1 •••• o •• o •• o •• 
4. It is a bad health habit to drink water 
during the course or an exercise period. • • 
56. An athlete can never get too JIUch protein 
in ·his diet. o •••••• o •• o •••• o 
Shin splints are actual.l7 a fora or ail.d 
fracture or the tibia. • 0 • • • • • • • 
63. Massage will st~te the production or 
. . 
lactic acid in the liUSCles. • • • • • • o o 
49. Massage is a good method or waraing up for 
an athletic event. • • • • • • • • • • • o • 
69. In reaoving adhesive tape the best procedure 
is to tear it orr~uiQkly with a sharp snap. 
This wUl cause less pain than tearing it 
ott s.lowl.7. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
88. No good athlete saokes. • • • • • • • • • • 
46. It would be a good idea to feed sugar to a 
100 yard sprinter just prior to the race 
because this would provide hia with aore 
rood for his muscles. • • • • • • • • • • • 
82. All athletes should take vitaains in pill 
fora during the competitive. season. • • • • 
(concluded on next page) 
Per 
Cent 
36 
34 
32 
31 
29 
28 
22 
21 
Degree 
or 
Bal'IILful-
nass 
1.7 
1.3 
1.1 
1.1 
1.6 
.8 
1.0 
2.3 
.8 
.7 
1.4 
47 
Table 5. (concluded) 
Degree 
Health Misconceptions Most FrequentlY Per or 
Subscribed To. Cent Harmtul-
neea 
6. When training children, one should reMmber 
that the,- are miniature adults aDd treat 
thea accordinglY. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 2.0 
8. Once you stop exercisi.Dg, auscle changes 
to tat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 20 1.1 
19. Being usaaged regularlY is effective in 
weight reduction. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 1.7 
variation in pmtl 'PQ! or htmfnl health misconceptions accord-
1pg to group b&sed on prptessiopl prepWion in the f\.elds pf health 
em' pb;rsical g$iw;ation. !he subjects were grouped on the basis or their 
professioual preparation. TW'P groups were thus formed. Group A was 
composed or those coaches and phrsical educators who had professional 
preparation in that area. That is, either on the 1mdergraduate or 
graduate college level. Group B was camposed or those coaches and 
physical educators who had no proteasioD&l. preparation in this field, 
either on the undergraduate or graduate college level. Group A origin-
allr contained ri..ft,--three aembers, while Group B contailled onlr fort,--
seven •mbers. Therefore, in order to better compare the groups the,-
vare equated b7 taking a random s&llple or rort;y-three •mbers from 
Group A and coaparing them with rort,--three members froa Group B. 
This coaparison is shown in Table 6 which follows. 
L.9 
"" 
Table 6. Comparison of Groups Having Varied Backgro'lm.ds in 
Health and Pb7sical Education. 
Per Cent of T, ,,&. D. IS 
Group A Group B Degree 
Professional Prepara- lo Professional of 
·state- tion in fb7sical Edu- Preparation in Harm:ful-
..... aation PhYsi()Bl ... _.. \on ness 
l. 1(1.9 49.5 2.1 2; 34;8 34~8 1:7 
4. 34.8 44.1 1.1 
5. 39.5 13.9 1.1 
6. 13.9 20.9 2.0 
8. 25.5 11.6 1.1 
10. 27.9 11.6 1.6 
11. 4.6 11.6 2.6 
12. 9.3 9.3 2.1 
13. 20.9 13.9 2.0 
15. 48.8 30.2 2.1 
17. 9.3 25.5 2.1 
18. 34.8 46.5 1.0 
19. 23.2 11.6 1.7 
21. 2.3 o.o 2.1 
22. 20.9 ·6.9 2.4 
23. 27.9 48.8 1.3 
24. 6.9 11.6 1.8 
25. 18.6 20.9 2.3 
27. 2.3 4.6 .8 
28. 16.2 4.6 2.3 
30. 2.3 9.3 1.8 
32. 6.9 11.6 1.3 
33. 11.6 4.6 1.7 
34. 16.2 11.6 1.0 
35. 9.3 o.o 1.8 
37. 9.3 2.3 2.0 
39. 48.8 51.1 .7 
40. 2.3 2.3 2.6 
41. 13.9 11.6 1.7 
42. 23.2 13.9 1.8 
43. 55.8 39.5 1.1 
44. 11.6 ll.6 1.6 
45. 11.6 11.6 1.1 
46. 20.9 25.5 .7 
48. 6.9 4.6 1.7 
49. 30.2 20.9 1.0 
50. 9.3 6.9 1.4 
"" 
(concluded on next page) 
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"' Table 6. (cBDlUded) 
Par cant of Tw - ·-- Be ..... ...,. ......... ; 
Group A Group B Degree 
Professional Prepara- Ito Pro.t'essioul of' 
State- tion in Ph7sical ldu- Preparation 1n Harmrul-___ ... _ 
cation PhYS ioal Ed· .... ~ nn ness 
'52. :13.-9 b.9 2.7 
53. 20.9 4.6 1.6 
54. 16.2 4.6 1.3 
56. 32.5 32.5 1.1 
57. o.o 2.3 1.8 
58. 4.6 2.3 1.8 
60. 44.1 34.8 .8 
61. 4.6 13.9 1.1 
63. 30.2 30.2 .8 
64. 44.1 44.1 1.7 
66. 39.5 44.1 1.0 
67. 4.6 13.9 2.8 
68. 2.3 6.9 2.7 
69. 2!7.9 25;5·' 2.3 
71. 25.5 39.5 1.6 
72. 44.1 41.8 2.1 
73. 11.6 18.1 2.8 
74. 4.6 o.o 1.8 
76. o.o o.o 3.0 
77. 4.6 4.6 2.4 
78. 13.9 11.6 1.1 
so. 4.6 2.3 2.0 
81. 2.3 o.o 2.4 
82. 9.3 32.5 1.4 
84. 2.3 4.6 1.7 
85. 11.6 2.3 2.3 
trl. 4.6 2.3 1.4 
88. 32.5 25.5 .8 
89. 13.9 2.3 1.8 
91. 20.9 9.3 .8 
92. 2.3 o.o 1.6 
93. 9.3 2.3 2.7 
94. 4.6 6.9 3.0 
1'he extent to which the high SchoOl coaches tnd physical educators 
are ayare of th8 btrpfplpess of certain btrmfgl h8a1th aisconceptiops. 
" 
One of the purposes of this stud7 was to determine the extent to which 
the high school coaches and physical educators in Massachusetts are 
aware or the hal'Jiful.ness or certain harmf'ul. health aisconceptions. 
For this purpose each state•nt was assigned a harmtalness rating on 
the basis or the judgaent or the juey Jlembers. This rating was obtain-
ed by' taking the •an or the scores given each state•nt by' the indiv-
idual juey members. The coaches and physical educators were then 
asked to rate each stateJDent in the sue JI&DJ18r and a mean froa this 
group or scores was computed. It is asS'UIIed that the extent to which 
the coaches and pbJsical educators are aware or the harmfulness or 
these misconceptions will be apparent from a comparison or their 
rating for each statement with the ratings assigned to the same state-
•nts by' the j1J.l7 or experts. 
Such a comparison is shown in Table 7 which follows. 
Boston Un1vereity 
School of Education 
LibrarY: 
l'il 
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""' Table 7. Comparison of HarmfUlness Ratings by Jury of Experts and High School Coaches and Physical 
Educators. . 
Mean Harmfulness Ratings 
State- y Harmfulness Y ~~u~ess ~t~RJ Jl 
ments. Rating by oac es an sical 
Jury. Educators. 
1. . . • 2.1 1.3 
2. • • 0 1.7 1.1 
3. • • • camouflage camouflage . 
4. • . • 1.1 1.2 
5. • • . 1.1 1.6 
6. • • • 2.0 2.4 
7. • . • camouflage camouflage 
8. • • • 1.1 1.8 
9. • . • camouflage camouflage 
10. . • • 1.6 1.7 
11. . • . 2.6 2.6 
12. • • • 2.1 2.2 
13. . . • 2.0 1.9 
14. • . • cam.ouflage camouflage 
15. • • • 2ol 1.6 
16. . • . camouflage camouflage 
17. • . 0 2ol 2.0 
18. 0 • . 1.0 1.8 
19. 0 0 . 1.7 1.4 
20. . • 0 camouflage camouflage 
21. . . 0 2.1 2.5 
22. • • • 2.4 2.1 
23. . • . 1.3 1.2 
24. . • 0 1.8 1.5 
25o . . . 2.3 2.2 
26. . • • camouflage camouflage 
27. . • • .8 1.9 
28. . . . 2.3 1.9 
29. • . . camouflage camouflage 
30. . . . 1.8 2.3 
(continued on next page) 
j,/. For complete wording of statements see Questionnaire of Health 
Opinion, preceding pages. jj Mean harmfulness rating as determined by jury of experts, see 
~ndix A. 
" 
Mean harmfulness rating as determined by 100 coaches and physical 
educators in Massachusetts Public High Schools. 
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Table 7. {continued) 
- -
1.~~ • ! ; ~ ~ It• c :; ~ :: l_; • ~.; 
State- Harmtulness Hal'llfulness Rating 
118nts. Ratufg b7 b7 Coaches and Phy-sical 
31. • • • caaouflage caaouflage 32. • • • 1.3 2.1 
33. • • • 1.7 ' 2.0 34. • • • ·1.0 1.4 
35. • • • 1.8 1.5 36 •• • • caaouflage caaouflage 
37. • • • 2.0 1.8 
38. • • • caouflage caouflage 
39 •• • • .7 1.5 
40. • • . 2.6 2.4 41. • • • 1.7 1.6 
42. • . . 1.8 1.9 
43. • • • 1.1 1.8 
44. • • • 1.6 2.1 
45 •• • • 1.1 1.9 
46. • • • .7 1.0 
47. • • • caaoutlage caaouflage 48. • • • 1.6 2.3 
49. • • • 1.0 1.0 
50. • • • 1.4 1.9 51. • • • caaouflage caaouflage 52. • . • 2.7 2.3 
53. • • • 1.6 2.3 
54. • • • 1.3 1.9 
55. • • . caaouf'lage camouflage 56. • • • 1.1 1.5 
57 •• • • 1.8 2.6 58. • • • 1.8 1.9 
59. • • • camouflage camouflage 60 •• • • .8 1.6 61. • • • 1.1 2.1 62. • • • cam.ouflage camouflage 63. • • • .8 1.5 64. • • • 1.7 1.6 65. • • • caaoutlage camouflage 
66. • • • 1.0 1.8 67. • • • 2.8 2.4 
6th • • • 2.7 2.7 
{concluded on next page) 
,.., 
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"" Table 7. (concluded) 
Mean Bal'llfU1 n111t111a Ratiruls 
,. 
State- B&rmtul.ne ss Harmtulness Rating 
menta. Rating b.r b;r Coaches and ~sical 
Jurv. ......s. - ... s. 
69. • • • 2.3 2.1 
70. • • • caaouflage camouflage 
71. • • • 1.6 2.2 
72. • . • 2.1 1.7 
73. • . • 2.8 2.7 
74. • . • 1.8 2.6 
75. • • • camouflage caaouflage 
76. • • • 3.0 2.9 
71. • • • 2.4 2.4 
78. • . . 1.1 1.5 
79. • • • caaouflage caaouflage 
80. . • • 2.0 1.8 
81. • • • 2.4 2.7 
82. . . • 1.4 1.2 
83. • • • camouflage caaouflage 84. . . . 1.7 1.6 
85. • . . 2.3 1.5 86. • • • camouflage camouglage ~. • • • 1.4 2.1 
88. • • • .8 1.6 
89. . . . 1.8 1.8 
90. . . . camouflage caaouflage 
91. . . .8 1.5 
92. • 0 I 1.6 1.9 
93. • . 2.7 2.2 
94. • . . 3.0 2.6 
variations in type pf aiscpns;ap)ions prevalent auAA groups of 
coaches aM phYsical educators. agcordtpg to professional preparation 
in the fields of health e!ld phn1ca1 education. -- For the purpose er 
this anal.7sis the subjects were, again, grouped according to their 
professional preparation in the fields or health and physical education. 
Group A represents the coaches and physical educators with professional ,., 
preparation_ in health and p.by'sical education. Group B represents the 
coaches and physical educators without professional preparation in 
these fields. 
Statements N sponded to incorrect~ by' ten per cent or more or 
the members or each group were recorded in the respective classifi-
cations outlined in Table 2. 
The incorrect responses rroa each group were compared for each 
classification. 
Table 8, which follows, deaonstrates this c•parison. 
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" Table 8. Variations in TYPe of Health Misconceptions Prevalent 
Among Groups Having Varied Professional Preparation 
In Health and Physical Education • 
I . 
Drugs Care ~ 
' 
Personal Nutri- and and Exer- Mental 
Type Hygiene tion Patent Preven- cise Hygiene 
Medicine tion 
Number 
of· 
State- 10 10 1 23 23 . 4 
menta 
Group 
A 
10 Per 
Cent or 
more 8 8 1 12 14 1 
inc or-
rect 
respon-
ses 
Group 
B 
10 Per 
Cent or 
more 7 5 0 11 16 1 
inc or-
rect 
respon-
ses 
The data in Table 8 indicate that there was no significant 
difference in the type of harmful health misconception among the groups 
having varied professional preparation in health and physical education. 
,.., 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Reyiew of the aJor pwposes. - The objectives or this study-
were: (1) to construct and evaluate an instrument to determine the 
prevalence of certain har.atul health misconceptions among high school 
coaches and ~sical educators tn Massachusetts; (2) to discover the 
extent to which a sampling of the high school coaches and physical 
educators subscribe to these harmful health misconceptions; (3) to 
determine the extent to which the high school coaches and physical 
educators are aware of the harmfUlness or certain harmful health mis-
conceptions; (4) to deteraiDe whether there are significant variations 
in the extent to which the coaches and physical educators subscribe 
to these harmful health misconceptions, based upon their professional 
preparation in the fields under cnnsideration; and ( 5) to determine 
the validity- and reliability- of the measuring instrument. 
Procedures used in the inyestigation• -- The procedures used in 
this investigation are summarized as follows: 
1. An instrument was prepared in the form of a Questionnaire 
of Health Opinion. This questionnaire was then administered 
to one hundred current}7 active high school coaches and 
pb7sical educators in the Massachusetts public schools. 
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2. The data collected were analyzed to indicate: 
a. Prevalence of har.mtul health misconceptions among high 
school coaches and ~sical educators. 
b. Variations in prevalence of harmfUl health misconceptions 
according to professional preparation in the fielda of 
health and physical education. 
c. The extent to which the high school coachee and ph7sical 
educators are aware of the harmfulness of certain harmful 
health misconceptions. 
d. Variations in the type of misconception prevalent among 
groups of coaches and ~sical educators according to 
professional preparation in the fields under consideration. 
e. Validity and reliability of the measuring instrument. 
Findings of the study. - The findings of this investigation are 
presented as answers to the following questions: 
1. Are health misconceptions prevalent among the high school 
coaches and physical educators in Massachusetts? 
Yes, the mean number of the 71 harmful health miscon-
ceptions to which they subscribe is 12.18. The number of 
misconceptions subscribed to ranges from two to thirty-five. 
The per cent subscribiDg to each statement ranges from one 
to fift7. Ten per cent or more of the high school coache a 
and ~sical educators subscribe to forty-five of the seventy-
one misconceptions, while twenty per cent or more subscribe 
to the twenty-four which follow: 
8 
' 
It is a poor idea tor an athlete to eat bananas in his 
pre-ga.e ~al because the7 are hard to digest. 
It is possible for all 1~rs to acquire a •second wind• 
and the7 should keep training until this ability is 
developed. 
There is soae scientific evidence to show that pe1'118nent 
har.a -.y result rroa severe exertion during participation 
in athletics. 
HeaV7 massage, when used as a means or reducing muscle 
spasa, should be centinued tor a period or at least twent7 
minutes after the apaa has started to soften. 
The t.mediate care for a auacle contusion or •Charley 
horse• is the apPlication or heat to the arreoted part. 
The less you eat during hot weather the less you will reel 
the heat. 
The main function of perspiring is to eliminate bod7 
poisons. 
Regular, vigorous eurcise increases a person's resistance 
to infectious disease. 
Mist athletic activities provide sufficient muscular 
overload to increase the athlete's strength to a great 
extent. 
Arch supports should be worn b,r all athletes with flat feet 
Wearing bathing caps or ear plugs while swimaing will insUl'E 
protection against ear trouble. 
It is a good idea tor all athletes to take vitam.in pills 
daiJ.7. 
It is a bad health habit to drink water during the course 
or an exercise period~ 
.ln athlete can Dever get too auch protein in his diet. 
Shin splints are actuall1 a fol'IR or mild fracture or the 
tibia. 
Massage will stiaulate the production or lactic acid in 
the muscles. 
Massage is a good aethod of waraing up for an athletic 
event. 
In removing adhesive tape, the best procedure is to tear 
it off quicklY with a sharp snap as this will cause less 
pain than tearing it off slowlf. 
No good athlete smokes. 
It ~ be a good idea to feed sugar to a 100 yard 
sprinper just prior to the race because this would provide 
hill with more food for his muscles. 
All athletes should take vita~~ins, in pill form, during 
the coapetitive season. 
When training children one should remember that the7 are 
miniature adults and treat them accordinglf. 
Ohce 70U stop exercising muscle changes to fat. 
Being •ssaged regularlY is effective in weight reduction. 
!. Are there significant differences in the prevalence of harmful 
health misconceptions aaong groups having varied professional 
preparation in the fields of health and pbJsical education? 
The number of health aisconceptions subscribed to b,y the 
coaches and pbJsical educators without professional 
preparation in these fields ranges from two to thirt7-
five. The mean nuaber of misconceptions subscribed to 
b,y this group is 16.03. 
The nUDlber of health misconceptions subscribed to b7 
those coaches and phJsical educators with professional 
preparation in health and physical education ranges from 
three to thirt7-three. The mean for this group was 11.98. 
There was a difference in means of 4.05. 
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3. Are there significant 'Variations in the type of misconception 
subscribed to b.Y the coaches and p~sical educators based upon 
their professional preparation? 
No, there are no significant differences in the type of 
misconceptions subscribed to b7 the groups either with or 
without professional preparation in health and physical 
education. 
4. Are the high school coaches and physical educators aware of 
the harmfulness of the haraful.health misconceptions? 
l'es, there is close general agreement between the harmful-
ness ratings established b7 the juey of experts and the rat-
ings for the same statell9nts b.Y the high school personnel. 
In most cases those coaches and physical educators who were 
aware that the statemeat ~s a misconception were also aware 
of its ·• harmfulness. In the cases where the high school 
personnel disagreed with the jury as to the harmfulness of 
a statement, the jury was usually lower in their rating. 
5. Is the instrUilent 'Valid? 
Yes, the misconceptions used in the final instrument 
were considered to be completely' false and harmful b7 all 
seven of the jury members who evaluated them. 
6. Is the instruaent reliable? 
Yes, the reliability coefficient of .86, obtained through 
ll 
the use of Hoyt's method using analysis of variance indicatef 
that the reliability is satisfactory. 
11 Cvril Hovt on ~it 
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CpnclU§ipps. -- On the basis of the data obtained the following 
conclusions seem justifiable: 
1. High School coaches and physical educators in Massachusetts 
subscribe to many hal'llful. health misconceptions. This appears 
to be true regardless of professional preparation in health and 
pbTsical education. 
2. High School coaches and physical educators who have profession~ 
al preparation in their fields subscribe to fever misconcep-
tions than those without much preparation. 
J. There are no significant variations in type of misconception 
subscribed to, regardless of professional preparation. 
4. The high school coaches and physical educators are avare of 
the harmfulness of the misconceptions. 
5. The instrument used in this investigation is valid and reliable 
Reco!PP'ndations.-- The results of this investigation, as vall as 
previous studies, indicate that there is a need for more instruction in 
matters pertaining to health at all educational levels. 
The fact that the high school coaches and physical educators sub-
scribe to many health misconceptions indicates that there is need for 
taprovement in health knowledge in the professional preparation and in 
the in-service training of these educators. If the coach and physical 
educator is to play an important role in the health education of the 
nation's youth, it is necessary that iaproveaent be made in their 
preparation for such a task. 
A.lthough~.JBIP1' studies of health misconceptions have been conducted 
previouslY, it seeas reasonable to assume that there is a need for 
investigation of this type. 
Fin&llY, there appears to be a need for more effort to investigate 
the relationship between the fields of health education and ph7sical 
education. 
Liaitatiqns.- This investigation is limited in a number of 
ways. Since the stud7 was concerned onl7 with the high school coaches 
and ~sical educators in Massachusetts, a liaiting factor was that 
the results are regional. 
M0re information might have been obtained through testing of 
physical education personnel at school levels other than high schools. 
A much larger list of misconceptions with specific application 
to athletics and ~sical education might have been compiled, but it 
was decided that such a list would not have been practical in this 
investigation. Also, greater statistical analYsis might have been 
applied~ using m&Jl7 more variables. It was felt, however, that to do 
so would exceed the practical purposes of the stud7 in its original 
design. 
APPENDIX A 
MEMBERS OF THE JURI OF EXPERTS WHO 
VALIDATED AND EVALUA'l'ED STATEMENTS PERTAINING 
TO BEA.LTB 
Harold M. Childs, Ed.D. 
Professor of Health Education and Chatr..an of Health Department 
Springfield College 
Springfield, Massachusetts 
la~th Christophe, M.D. 
Teaa Phy'sician 
Boston Universit7 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Leslie W. Irwin, Ph.D. 
Professor of Education and ChairBan of Health Education Department 
Boston Universit;r, School or Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Clifford leene;r, Ph.D. 
·~soc!ate Professor or Biology and Ph1siology 
Springfield College 
Springfield, Massachusetts 
George·M. Lane, M.D. 
Team Ph7sician 
Northeastern Universit7 
314 CQaonwealth AYenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Lall1'8DC8 E. Morehouse, Ph.D. 
Professor of Phy'sical Education 
UniYersit7 of California at Los Angeles 
Los Angeles, California 
Wesle7 Staton, Ed.D. 
Professor of Health Education and Chairllan or Health Department 
Colorado State College 
Greele7, Colorado 
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LETTER REQUESTING COOPEB.lTION OF JURORS 
Dear Sir: 
Your name vas suggested for inclusion in a jur,r of experts 
to evaluate a list of questionable statements concerning health. 
This study will attempt to ascertain the extent to which 
high school coaches and p~sical educators subscribe to, and are 
aware or, the harmfulness of certain health misconceptions. It 
is hoped that the data obtained through this research, which is 
part or 1111' Master's thesis, will be or value in improving instruc-
tion in health and p~sical education. 
If you would be willing to cooperate in this study, which 
will take about thirty minutes of 70ur time, would 70u please 
signifY so on the enclosed post card. If it will be iapossible for 
you to do so at this time, will you please state so on the same 
card. A.t the conclusion of the study an abstract of the findings 
will be sent you for 70ur cooperation. 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Veey respectfull7 yours, 
William. J. Reynolds 
Graduate School of Education 
Boston University 
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DlSTRUMENT FOR JURY VALIDATION AND EVALUATIOO 
INSTRUCTICIS FOR RATING S'W'EMElfTS 
A. ~.l ph7sical educator who subscribes to health misconceptions may 
very well handicap his own health and welfare and, in addition, 
may have a detrimental effect on the health and welfare of those 
students with whoa he comes in contact. Please consider the 
following list or possible harmful effects before attempting to 
evaluate the statements. 
Pbtsiologisal eftects. A he~lth misconception may 
a. establish a detrimental habit. 
b. motivate one to practice self-medication. 
c. encourage ingestion of hal'Jiful substances. 
d. promote unwarranted reliance upon patent medicines and drugs. 
e. contribute to serious injury or even death. 
PsYchological effects. A health misconception may 
a. contribute to neurosis through worry, fear and anxiety. 
b. create a false feeling of well-being and security. 
c. cause the individual to feel embarrassed or frustrated. 
d. inhibit the proper diet through fear or an aversion to 
certain foods. 
Socio-economic effects. A health misconception may 
a. prove to be a waste of tiM and money. 
b. encourage faddisa or malpractice. 
c. hamper social progress and enlightenment. 
Inte11ectneJ etfects. A health misconception may 
a. deter scientific investigation. 
b. inhibit the acquiring of correct information. 
B. For the purpose of this study, a health misconception is an in-
accurate or erroneous concept relating to health which is unsub-
stantiated b,y current scientific thinking. 
C. It will be noticed that each statement contained in this instru-
ment has a direct bearing upon athletics and physical education. 
D. Rate each statelll8nt that ;you feel is false b,y circling the 
appropriate number according to the scale below: 
0 
not 
harmful 
1 
slightly 
harmful 
2 
moderately 
.banafu1 
3 
extremely' 
harmful 
E. Delete any statement that you think is true b,y drawing a line 
through the rating scale. 
F. If you feel that a statement does not have sufficient bearing 
upon athletics or physical education please indicate so by 
circling the entire group of numbers. 
0 1 2 3 
G. Remember that ;you are to rate a statement only according to the 
degree of harm such a misconception would engender and not 
according to the prevalence or possibility of occurrence. 
H. Space has been provided at the end of the instrument for you, as 
a jury member, to write in aJJ7 suggestion which you may have. 
If there is a pertinent misconception which has not been included 
.will you please suggest it here. 
. \ 
1. Arch supports should be worn by" all athletes with 0 l 2 3 
flat ·reet . • . • • . . • • . . . • . . • . • . . . . . 
2. Wearing bathing caps or ear plugs while swimming 0 1 2 3 
will insure complete protection against ear trouble. • 
3. When training children one should remember that they 0 1 2 3 
are miniature adults and treat them accordingl7 •••• 
4. It is a ba~ health habit to dr'ink water during the 0 l 2 3 
course of an exercise period. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
5. The main function of perspiring is to eliminate 
body poisons. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
6. Once you stop exercising, musc~e changes to fat ••• 
7. 
8. 
The best way to lose weight is to exercise. • • • 
The best thing to do when your muscles are stiff 
and sore is to work the stiffness out by" taking 
further vigorous exercise •••••••••••• 
9. The cause of overweight, in most cases, is lack 
of. exercise. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 
. . 
. . 
. . 
10. Regular vigorous exercise :Lncreases a person's 
resistance to infectious disease •••••••••• 
11. The tm.ediate treatment to be given for a sprain 
or strain shoUld be the immersion of the affected 
part in hot water in order to prevent swelling. • • 
12. . Overexercise is a cause of heart disease. • • • 
13. The less you eat during hot weather the less 
you will feel the heat. • • • • • • • • • • • 
14. Being massaged regularl1 is effective in weight 
• • 
reduction. . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . • . . . . 
15. All men are created with an equal capacity for 
achievement • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
16. _-Pe-,pJ.e :who:•are.381iro~~:.and:;heil.tiJ7:;.are:.sUfficieiltly 
fortified against communicable disease. • • • • • • 
17. It is a good idea for all athletes to take vitamin 
pills da il7. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
·o 1 2 3 
0 l 2 3 
0 l 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 l 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
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18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
2.3. 
The best vq to treat a black 878 is to put a 
piece of raw meat on it •••••••••••• 
• • 
If JOU have a good tan you cannot· get a sunburn •• . . 
Slt;)w learners remember better than fast learners. . . . 
Overweight is usualq due to faulty ,glands ••• 
A frequent cause of heart trouble is athletics. 
To go on a diet alwqs means to eat less food •• 
. . . . 
• • 
. . . 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
24. Taking vit81lin pills is the best wq to get your 
necessary vitaains. · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 1 2 .3 
25. Hard athletic training lengthens life. • • • • • • • • 0 1 2 .3 
26. Exercising regularlY is a sure vq to prevent disease. 0 1 2 .3 
'Z'!. Wearing sunglasses will give your e7es complete 0 1 2 .3 
protection against the sun. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
28. It is a poor idea for an athlete to eat bananas 0 1 2 .3 
29. 
.30. 
.31. 
.32. 
.3.3. 
in his pre-game meal because the7 are hard to digest. • 
The best vq to ,get water out of 70ur ears is to 
hold your mouth and nose closed and blow hard ••• 
One should never allow a child with a heart muraur 
to participate . in alq' fora of athletics because it 
will cause serious trouble in later life. • • • • • 
Athletes heart is an enlarging or the· heart due to 
strenuous exercise and is liable to cause the 
athlete to have serious trouble in later life. • • 
On the basis of accidental death and injury, the 
most dangerous of the popular sports is football •• 
It is possible for all runners to acquire a second 
wind and they should keep training until this 
ability is developed ••••••• ·• •••••••• 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
0 1 2 .3 
.34. Weight lifting, for athletes, is a poor policy 0 1 2 .3 
because it causes them to be muscle-bound ••••••• 
35. An athlete who participates in an event in which 
speed is an important factor should never include 
weight training in his pro~ because it has 
been proven that this practice tends to slow down 
the speed of muscular contraction • • • • • • • • 
36. The reason that one f'lels fatigue after exercise 
is that the individual muscle fibers have become 
37. 
38. 
fatigued. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
It is a poor policy to swim direct]Jr after eating 
because or the possibility or stomach cramps. • • 
When a muscle is in a state or cramp it is a poor 
polia,r to stretch the antagonistic muscles •••• 
0 1 2 3 
. . . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
. . 
0 1 2 3 
. . 
39. An athlete who makes a definite gain in strength 0 1 2 3 
will always have a proportionate gain in endurance. • 
40. It would be a good idea to feed sugar to a 100 0 1 2 3 
yard sprinter just prior to the race as this would 
provide hta with more food for his muscles •••••• 
41. Learning, in athletics, has little effect on 0 1 2 3 
42. 
endu.rance • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The greater the intensity or the stimulus given 
to a muscle fiber, the greater the resulting 
contraction will be ••••••••••••••• 
43. During practice, an athlete sh•Uld practice those 
skills requiring gross movements when he is fresh 
and reserve the practice of the fine skill until 
. . 
• • 
he is rat igued. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Massage is a good method or waraing up for an 
athletic event. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 
45. It is not like]Jr that the experienced athlete 
will ever have the sensation known as pre-game 
tension. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 
46. Children of the age group of ten through twelve 
. . 
are sufficientlY mature for contact sports. • • • • 
47. It is possible to indicate ·a single standard 
diet which would be entirely satisfactory for all 
athletes providing they were participating in 
siailar events. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
..,, 
48. 
49. 
Athletes should try to elilllinate all fats from 
their diet during the competitive season. • • • 
An athlete can never get too much protein in 
. . 
his diet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
50. It is not a good idea for an athlete to eat a normal 
meal within four hours of the contest •••••••• 
51. An excellent way for an athlete who is overweight 
to reduce his daily' calorie intake is to eliminate 
breakfast. • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
52. Hot baths are an excellent W8'3' for an athlete to 0 1 2 3 
control his weight. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
53. Most athletic activities provide sufficient 0 1 2 3 
muscular overload to increase the athlete's strength 
to a great extent. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
54. Most modern authorities feel that weight training 0 1 2 3 
has no place in athletics except as a means of 
strengthening parts following injury. • • • • • • 
55. Massage will stiDrulate the production or lactic 0 1 2 3 
acid in the JIUScles ••••••••••••••••• 
56. Heavy massage, when used as a means of reducing 0 1 2 3 
muscle spasm, should be continued for a period of 
at least twent7 minutes after the spasm begins to 
soft.en. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
57. .there is some scientific evidence to show that 0 1 2 3 
permanent harm m&7 result from severe exertion during 
participation in athletics. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
58. It is ,generall)" permissible for an injured athlete 0 1 2 3 
to return to plaf as soon as he feels that he is 
read7. . . . • • • . . . • • . • • . • . . . . . . . 
59. Athletes should be instructed to report only' those 
injuries which are •jor and will require a doctor's 
care. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 
60. 1nreaov1ng adhesive tape the best procedure is to 
teat it off quickly' with a sharp snap. This will 
cause less pain than tearing it off slowly'. . . • • 
. . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
.,., 
61. 
62. 
Shin splints are actuallY a form of mild fracture 
of the tibia. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 
The illlllediate care to be given for a muscle 
contusion, of •charley horse•, is the application 
of heat to the affected part in order to prevent 
swelling. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 1 2 3 
. . 
0 1 2 3 
• • 
63. It is important for the coach to ialediately' reduce a • 0 1 2 3 
dislocated shoulder because if it is allowed to stay' 
64. 
dislocated for even a few minutes there is danger of 
severe injur,y to tendons, arteries and veins. • • • • 
It has been proven that the warm-up process is 
ineffective and should be eliminated •• · •••• . . . 
0 1 2 3 
65. There is a lowering of blood pressure in most 0 1 2 3 
athletes but this is compensated tor b,y an increase 
in the nuaber of beats per minute. • • • • • • • • • • 
66. It is a good idea to give an unconscious athlete 0 1 2 3 
something to drink. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . 
67. 
68. 
69. 
A great deal of exercise can never hurt &ny'One. • . . 
People who e~rcise a lot live longer than others. 
An exercise is not really' effective unless it 
. . 
. leaves your 11USCles stiff and sore. • • • • • • . . . 
70. A good way to treat blisters is to pinch a hole in 
the11. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 
71. All athletes should take vitamins in pill form 
during the com.petitive season. • • • • • • • • • • • 
72. Vitamins in certain pills are better than the 
vitamins found in natural foods. • • • • • • • • 
73. A child with any type of heart trouble should be 
kept awq from. 8.D7 form of exercise. • • • • • • 
74. The best athletes have the biggest muscles. . . . . 
75. No good athlete saokes •••••••••••••••• 
76. Exercising regularl)' is a sure W87 to prevent 
disease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
77. Athletes should avoid any type of medicine that 
contains alcohol. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
78. Men with large muscles are usually healthier than 
men with small muscles. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . 
• • 
79. Most accidents in athletics cannot be prevented ••• 
80. The onl7 good way to help a drowning person is to 
juap into the water to save hta. • • • • • • • • • • 
BUM·-------------------------------------Official Title. ______________________ _ 
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Please note any additions, corrections or suggestions on 
this page. Thank you for your cooperation. 
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0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
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Table l.l. Jur,r Validation and Evaluation According to 
Degree of Harmfulness. 
Frequen07 of Besponses 
0 1 2 3 
State-lf ~- Not Slightly' Moder- ExtremelY' Mean letec Harmful Harmful atelr Harmful 
ments. Harmful 
1. • • . 0 0 1 4 2 2.1 
2. . . . 0 1 2 2 2 1.7 
3 • • • • 0 1 2 0 4 2.0 
4. • • . 0 1 4 2 0 1.1 
5. . . . 0 2 3 1 1 1.1 
6. . • • 0 2 3 1 1 1.1 
7. . • • 0 1 2 3 1 1.6 
8 •• • • 0 0 2 2 3 2.1 
9 •• • • 0 0 2 3 2 2.0 
10. • • • 0 0 1 4 2 2.1 
11. . . . 0 0 0 3 4 2.6 
12. • . . 0 0 1 4 2 2.1 
13. . • • 0 2 3 2 0 1.0 
14 •• • • 0 0 4 1 2 1.7 
15. . . . 0 0 1 4 2 2.1 
16. • • • 0 0 1 2 4 2.4 
17. . . . 0 1 3 3 0 1.3 
18. . . . 0 0 2 4 1 1.8 
19. . • • 0 0 1 3 3 2.3 
20. . . . 0 2 4 1 0 .8 
21. • . . 0 0 0 5 2 2.3 
22. • • • 0 0 1 6 0 1.8 
23. • • . 0 1 4 1 1 1.3 
24 •• . . 0 1 2 2 2 1.7 
25. • . . 0 2 3 2 2 1.0 
26. • • • 0 0 2 4 1 1.8 
27. . • • 0 1 0 4 2 2.0 
28. • • . 0 3 3 1 0 .7 
29. • • . 0 0 1 1 5 2.6 
30. • • • 0 0 2 5 0 1.7 
31. • . . 0 0 1 6 0 1.8 
32 •• . . 1 1 3 2 0 1.0 
33. . . • 0 2 3 1 1 1.1 
34. . . • 0 0 4 2 1 1.6 
35. • . • 0 1 4 2 0 1.1 
(Continued on next page) 
" 
Jj For complete wording of statell8nts see Jur,y Validation Instrument, 
previous pages. 
' !1~ 
r" 
Table lA.(continued) 
F of ResDonses 
o. 1 2 '3 . 
De~, 
' Not Slight:q .~ Moder•- Extr'emely . Mean State-
ments. leted Ba.tmrul Harmful ately·\ ·. Harmful I Harmful 
36 •.• '. l 2 3 l 0 .7. 
37. • • l 2 3 l 0 .7 
38. • • l l 3 2 0 1.0 
39. • • l 2 3 1 0 .7 
40. • • 0 3 3 1 0 .7 
41. • • l l 3 l l 1.1 
42. . . l 4 2 0 0 .3 
43. • • 0 l 2 3 l 1.6 
44. . . 0 2 3 2 0 1.0 
45. . . 0 l 3 2 l 1.4 
46. • • 0 0 0 2 5 2.7 
47. • . 0 0 3 4 0 1.6 48. • . 0 2 2 2 1 1.3 
49. . . 0 2 2 3 0 1':). .~ 
50. • • l 3 3 0 0 .4 
51. . . 0 0 2 4 1 1.8 
52. • • 0 0 2 4 1 1.8 
53. . . 0 2 4 1 0 .8 
54. • • 0 2 3 1 1 1.1 
55. • • 0 1 6 0 0 .s 
56. • . 0 1 2 2 2 1.7 
57. • • 0 2 3 2 0 1.0 
58. • • 0 0 0 1 6 2.8 
59. • • 0 0 0 2 5 2.7 
60. • • 0 0 2 1 4 2:3 
61. . . 0 1 2 3 1 1.6 
62. • • 0 0 l 4 2 2.1 
63. • • 0 0 0 1 6 2.8 
64. • . 0 0 2 4 1 1.8 
65. . • 2 0 3 1 1 1.1 
66. • • 0 0 0 0 7 3.0 
67. . . 0 0 1 2 4 2.4 
68. • • 0 2 2 3 0 1.1 
69. . . 0 0 2 3 2 2.0 
70. • • 0 0 l 2 4 2.4 
71. • • 0 1 3 2 1 1.4 
72. • • 0 0 4 1 2 1.7 
" 
(concluded on next page) 
'7'7 
~ 
Table lA. (concluded) 
' 1:to. Of }ftAnoiUIAA 
0 1 2 3. 
~tate- ~e- Not . Slight}7 Moder- Extreuie}7 Mean 
menta. leted . Harmful Baratul ate}7 Hal'llful 
Hal'llful 
73. • • 0 0 0 5 2 2.3 
.74 ••• 0 0 6 1 1 1.4 
75. • • 0 2 4 1 0 .8 
76. • • 0 1 1 3 2 1.8 
77. . . 0 2 4 1 0 .8 
78. • • 0 1 2 3 1 1.6 
79. • • 0 0 0 2 5 2.7 
80. . . 0 0 0 0 7 3.0 
(' 
\. 
., 
?S 
APPENDIX B 
LETTER REQUESTING COOPERATION OF HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC DIRECTORS 
Director of Athletics 
High School 
Mass. 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to include your school in a study of health concepts 
among high school coaches and ~sical educators. 
Will you and the members of your physical education staff, both 
full time physical educators and the coaches of your athletic teams 
who are not full ti.Jie physical educators, fill out an inquiry form? 
It will take about thirty ainutes of your time. 
It is hoped that the data obtatned through this research, which 
is part of rq Master • s thesis, will be of value in improving instruc-
tion in health and ~sical education. 
At the conclusion of the study an abstract of the findings will 
be sent to any participating school requesting it. 
card. 
Please check and return the attached~ self-addressed reply post 
Thank you for your consideration. 
Respectfull1 yours, 
Willi&ll J. Reynolds 
Graduate School of Education 
Boston University 
79 
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LIST OF COOPERATING HIGH SCHOOLS 
High School luab8r of Cases 
.A.dUls High School 4 
AdlllS, Massachusetts 
Amesbur,r High School 3 
.AIIesbur.r, Massachusetts 
Attleboro High School 5 
Attleboro, Massachusetts 
Avon High School 1 
Avon, Massachusetts 
Bedford High School 1 
Bedford, Massachusetts 
Belchertown High School 1 
Belchertown, Massachusetts 
Belaont High School 6 
Belmont, Massachusetts 
Brookline High School 2 
Brookline, Massachusetts 
Burlington High School 2 
Burlington, Massachusetts 
Cambridge High School 6 
Caabridge, Massachusetts 
Clinton High School 1 
Clinton, Massachusetts 
Dalton High School 2 
Dalton, Massachusetts 
Dedham High School 1 
Dedhaa, Massachusetts 
Douglas High School 3 
Douglas, Massachusetts 
" 
East Bridgewater High School 5 
East Bridgewater, Massachusetts 
High Sghool IJPber pf Cases 
Easthaapton High School 3 
Easthaapton, Massachusetts 
Falmouth High School 2 
Falllouth, Massachusetts 
Grafton High School 1 
Grafton, Massachusetts 
Greenfield High School 2 
Greenfield, Massachusetts 
Badley High School 1 
Hadle7, Massachusetts 
Holden High School 1 
Holden, Massachusetts 
Hopedale High School 1 
Hopedale, Massachusetts 
Ipswich High School 1 
Ipswich, Massachusetts 
Lakeville H 1gb School 1 
Lakeville, Massachusetts 
Lenox High School 2 
Lenox, Massachusetts 
Lexington High School 8 
Lexington, Massachusetts 
Longmeadow High School 12 
Longmeadow, Massachusetts 
~ High School 1 
~~ Massachusetts 
Manchester High School 1 
Manchester, Massachusetts 
Marblehead High School 1 
Marblehead, Massachusetts 
Medfield High School 6 
" 
Medfield, Massachusetts 
High School lwhAr of Cases 
Melrose High School 10 
Melrose, Massachusetts 
Montague High School 1 
Montague, Massachusetts 
Nahant High School 2 
Nahant, Massachusetts 
Nantucket High School 1 
Nantucket, Massachusetts 
Quincy High School 6 
Quincy, Massachusetts 
Randolph High School 7 
Randolph, Massachusetts 
Reading High School 1 
Reading, Massachusetts 
Saugus High School 1 
Saugus, Massachusetts 
Scituate High School 6 
Scituate, Massachusetts 
Somerset High School 2 
Somerset, Massachusetts 
Southborough High School 1 
Southborough, Massachusetts 
Warren High School 1 
Warren, Massachusetts 
Wa7land High School 1 
Wqland, Massachusetts 
Westboro High School 1 
Westboro, Massachusetts 
Weston High School 7 
Weston, Massachusetts 
Williaastown High School 1 
"' 
Willialllstown, Massachusetts 
High Sc4ool Nuaber of Cases 
Wilaington High School 6 
Wilaington, Massachusetts 
Winchester High School 1 
Winchester, Massachusetts 
Winchendon High School 5 
Winchendon, Massachusetts 
Acton-Boxborough Regional High School 1 
Acton, Massachusetts 
Dennis-Yaraouth Regional High School 3 
Dennis, Massachusetts 
Mount Everett Regional High School 5 
Sheffield, Massachusetts 
Narragansett Regional High School 2 
Baldwinville, Massachusetts 
Total 162 
.QlJIS%I~ 0! Hpl,TJi Oj!IJii.QN _________________ _ 
In£ormation Section 
William J. Reynolds 
Boston University 
Approximate population of your high school _________ _ 
N1aber of years teaching experience·-------------
Nlaber or years coaching experience. ____________ _ 
School subjects currently teaching -------------
Academic degrees held~..-__________________ _ 
College undergraduate major. ________________ _ 
College graduate major. __________________ _ 
Instrustipns 
You are being asked for your opinion regarding statements 
related to health and pbysieal education. Please give YPur opinion 
on the statements according to these direetions. 
1. If you AGREE with a statement and think it is ~ draw a 
line through the rating scale: 
- 2. If you DISAGREE with a statement and feel that it is a mis-
conception, you are to evaluate its degree or harmfulness 
according to the following scale: 
Not 
Bal'Jiful 
0 
Slightly 
Baraful 
1 
Moderately 
Harmful 
2 
Extremely 
Harmful 
3 
Encircle the number which expresses the degree of harmfUlness 
, 
that iDay' result from possession or, or belief in, each state111.8nt with 
which you DISJ.GREE. 
3. ReMaber, you are being asked for YOYR OPINIQH. Please do not 
consult any references to other persons. 
4. After you have finished, please check to see that no statements 
have been amitted. 
DO NOT PYT YOUR WE ON THIS PAPER 
1. Arab supports should be worn by' all athletes with 
flat teet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. Wearing bathing caps or ear plugs while swilllling 
will insure protection against ear trouble ••••• 
3. Strenuous athletics can be performed safely and 
by 40 and 50 year old persons onlJ if training has 
been maintained since youth. • • • • • • • • • • • 
4. It is a bad health habit to drink water during the 
course or an exercise period. • • • • • • • • • • • 
5. The main function of perspiring is to eliminate 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
bod7 poisons. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
6. When training children one should reaeaber that 0 1 2 3 
they are miniature adults and treat them accordingly. • 
7. Vitamins do not furnish energy or build tissue. • • • • 0 1 2 3 
8. Once you stop exercising, muscle changes to fat. • • • • 0 1 2 3 
9. Athletes on lov caloric diets aay find it necessary 0 1 2 3 
to supplement their training M&ls vith vitamin pills •• 
10. The best vay to lose weight is to exercise. • • • • • • 0 1 2 3 
11. The immediate treatment to be given for a sprain 
or strain should be the i.llllersion of the affected 
part in hot water in order to prevent swelling. • 
0 1 2 3 
12. The best thing to do when your muscles are stiff 
and sore is to work the stiffness out by' taking 
further vigorous exercise ••••••••••••• 
13. 
15. 
The cause of overweight, in most cases, is lack of 
e.xercise. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
One of the most taportant minerals that the body 
needs- is calciua. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Regular vigorous exercise increases a person's 
resistance to infectious disease •••••••• 
16. The athlete 1s st011ach should be coaparatively' 
empty at g&Jae time. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
17. Overexercise is a cause of heart disease •••• • • 
18. The less you eat during hot weather the less you 
will feel the heat. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
19. Being massaged regularly' is effective in weight 
reduct ion. ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
20. It is generally agreed that large aaounts or 
alcohol have a detrimental effect upon athletic 
. ,~ . • • 
. . . 
perr~rilance . . . . . . . . . . ; . . ~ . . . . . . . . 
21. All men are created with an equal capacity for 
achievement. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
22. People who are strong and healthy are sufficiently' ~0 1 2 3 
fortified against cODIIJlunicable disease ••••••• 
23. It is a good idea for all athletes to take vitamin 0 1 2 3 
pills daily. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
24. The best wq to treat a black eye is to put a piece 
of raw meat on it. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 
25. If you have a good tan you cannot get a sunburn. • • • 
26. Injuries must be anticipated in 8Jl"f fora or 
maximal exertion. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
27. Slow learners remember better than fast learners. . . . 
28. Overweight is ·usually due to faulty glands •••• . . . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
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29. Sprains and strains are saong the most common 
injuries found in athletics. • • • • • • • • • . . . . . 
30. A frequent cause of heart trouble is athletics. • • . . 
31. The best treatment for a sprain is complete rest •• . . 
32. To go on a diet always means to eat less food •• . . . 
Q 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
33. Taking vitamin pills is the best way to get your 0 1 2 3 
necessary vitamins • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
34. Bard athletic training lengthens life ••••••••• 
35. Exercising regularly is a sure way to prevent disease. 
36. Every athlete should be given a complete physical 
examination prior to the first day or pract i03. • 
37. Wearing sunglasses will give your eyes c011plete 
protection from the sun.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
38. In body contact sports, teos should be matched 
according to size, in order to keep injuries at a 
Dli!l~ • ••••• ~- ••••••••••••••• 
39. It is a poor idea for an athlete to eat bananas in 
his pre-game meal because they are_.l;lard to digest. 
40. The best way to get water out of your ears is to 
bold your mouth and nose closed and blow hard ••• 
41. One should never allow a child with a heart murmur 
to participate in all7 form or athletics because it 
may cause se~ious trouble .~:tc:tr in lif~. • • • • • 
42. Athle~s heart is an enlarging r;>f. the heart due to 
strenuous exercise and is liable to cause serious 
trouble in later ;life. • ~ • • • • • ~ •. • • • • • 
43. It is possible for _all rUnners_to acquire a second 
wind and they should keep training until this 
. . . 
. . 
• • 
. . 
. . 
• • 
. • 
ability is developed. • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
44. Weight lifting is a poor policy for athletes 
because it may cause them to be muscle-bound. . . . . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
" 
45. An athlete who participates in an event in which 
speed is an uaportant factor should never include 
weight training in his prograa because it has been 
proven that this practice tends to slow down the 
speed or muscular contraction. • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
46. It would be a good idea to feed sugar to a 100 1ard 
sprinter just prior to the race as this would provide 
hia with more food for his muscles •••••••••• 
47. Over-fatigue is a possible result of a poorl1 planned 
training program. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
48. During practice an athlete should practice those 
skills requiring gross movements when he is fresh 
and reserve the practice of the fine skills until he 
is fatigued. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
49. Massage is a good method or warming-up for an 
athletic event. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
50. It is not likelf that the experienced athlete will 
ever experience the sensation known as pre-game 
tension. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . 
51. The pre-season training period should devote attention 
to the strengthening or those parts most liable to 
injury in that particular sport. • • • • • • • • • • • 
52. Children in the age group or ten through twelve are 
sufficientlf mature for contact sports. • • • • • • • 
53. It is possible to indicate a single standard diet 
which would be entirelf satisfactory for all athletes 
providing the7 are participating in the saae event. • 
54. Athletes should try to elainate all fats from their 
diet during the competitive season. • • • • • • • 
55. Fatigue pla;ys an iaportant part in the incidence 
or injury during competition or practice ••••• 
56. An athlete can never get too much protein in his 
diet.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
57. .ln excellent W81 for an overweight athlete to 
reduce his dailf caloric intake would be to elimin-
ate breaktast. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
58. Hot baths are an excellent w~ for an athlete to 
control his weight •••••••••••••••• . . . 
59. Application or tincture of benzoin is a good treat-
ment for unduly tender feet •••••••••••••• 
60. M~st athletic activities provide sufficient muscUlar 
overload to increase the athlete's strength to a 
great extent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
61. Most modern authorities reel that weight training 
has no place in athletics except to strengthen parts 
following injury. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
62. Prior to the application or adhesive tape, the part 
should be careful11 shaved •••••••••••••• 
63. Massage will stimulate the production or lactic acid. 
64. lleaV7 massage, when used as a means or reducing 
muscle spasa,should be continued for a period or at 
least twent;y minutes after the spasm has started 
to soften. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
65. Application or compression bandages is a good 
immediate treatment for sprains. • • • • • • • 
66. There is·sGIB scientific evidence to show that 
permanent ftarm ma;y result from severe exertion 
during participation in athletics ••••••• 
. . . 
. . . 
67. It is generall;y permissible for an injured athlete 
to return to p~ just as soon as he feels th~t he 
is ready. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
68. Athletes should be instructed to report onl;y those 
injuries which are major and will require a 
doctor's care •••••••••••••••••••• 
69. In removing adhesive tape, it is best to tear it 
orr quicklY with a sharp snap. This will cause 
less pain than tearing it orr slowl;y •••••••• 
70. The clavicle is a frequent site or fracture in 
contact sports. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
71. Shin splints are actuallY a form or mild fracture 
or the tibia. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
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72. The immediate care for a muscle contusion, or 
•Charley horse•, is the application of heat to 
the affected part. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 
73. It is illportant that the coach immediately reduce 
a dislocated shoulder because if it is allowed to 
stq dislocated for even a few minutes there is 
danger of severe injury to tendons, arteries and 
veins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
74. It has been proven that the wa.ra-up process is 
ineffective and should be eliminated ••••••••• 
75. The coach and p~sical educator p~s an important 
part in the health education of the child •••••• 
76. It is a good idea to give an unconscious athlete 
something to drink. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
77. A great deal of exercise can never hurt anyone. • 
78. 
79. 
People who exercise a lot live longer than others. 
Children, left by themselves, never over-do in 
. . 
. . 
tel'Jis of exercise. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . 
80. An exercise is not realJJr effective unless it leaves 
your muscles stiff and sore •••••••••••• 
81. A good way to treat blisters is to pinch a hole in 
them. • • • . • • . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 
82. All athletes should :take vitaains in pill fol'JI 
during the cgapetitive season. • • • • • • • • • • • 
83. Exercise increases the muscle tonus •••••• 
84. Vitaains in certain pills are better than those 
round in natural roods. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
85. A child with aey fol'JI of heart trouble should be 
kept away from any type of exercise. • • • • • ·• 
86. Salts are lost through sweating during exercise. 
87. The best athletes have the biggest muscles. • • 
. . 
. . 
88. No good athlete smokes. • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
~ 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
" 
Exercising regularlJ is a sure wa7 to prevent disease. 
It is generallJ accepted that an athlete should get 
at least eight hours .sleep eve~ night. • • • • • • 
Athletes should avoid af17 type of medicine that 
contains alcohol. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Men with large muscles are usuallJ healthier than 
men with small muscles. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Most accidents in athletics cannot be prevented. • 
. . . 
The onlf good W&7 to help a drowning person is to 
jump in the vater to save hia. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 
01 
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Table lB. Evaluation of Health Statements by High School 
Coaches and Physical Educators. 
Disnllree 
0 l :c 3 
1State- l/ Not Slightl7 Moder- Extremely 
menta. j,gree Harmful Hal'llful ately Harmful Mean 
.Harmful 
1. . . 37 18 17 19 9 1.30 
2. • • .36 27 15 10 11 1.06 
3. • • 
- - -4. • • 34 17 27 16 6 iT6 
5. • . 41 17 10 ; 14 18 1.55 
6. • • 20 8 10 3 59 2.41 
7. • • 
- - - -8. • . 20 18 14 13 33 I:78 
9. . • 
- - - - -10. . . 15 17 19 21 2s 1.70 
ll. • . 7 4 6 9 74 2.64 
12. . • 11 4 16 29 40 2.15 
13. • • 14 11 14 26 35 1.98 
14. • . 
- - - - -15. . . 40 13 15 17 15 1.56 
16. • • 
- - - 20 - -17. • • 19 11 13 37 2.02 
18. . . 42 10 12 15 21 1.84 
19 •• . 20 29 14 13 24 1.40 
20. • • 
- -
. ... ...._..... 
- -21. • • 4 9 4 14 69 2.47 
22. • • 14 12 12 19 43 2.08 
23. . . 36 22 12 13 17 1.23 
24. . . 10 34 7 22 27 1.46 
25. • . 15 7 14 19 45 2.23 
26. . . 
- - - - - -27. • . 5 17 14 17 47 1.98 
28 •• • 9 15 17 19 40 1.92 
29 •• . 
- 16 - 6 63 -30. • • 9 6 2.27 
31. • • 
- - - - - -32. . . 10 10 15 20 45 2.ll 
33. . • 10 16 12 17 45 2.01 
34. . . 14 24 22 20 20 1.40 
3.5. . . 4 26 25 14 31 1.52 
36. • • 
- - - - - -
(continued on next page) 
" 
i/ ~lniomplete yordi~2lof Statements see Questionnaire of Health on. "DreV ous es. 
• 
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Table l..ij. (continued) 
,, Di 
0 Sl~tl7 a ~emely State-u' Not Moder-
menta. Agree Haraf'ul Harmful ately Harmful Kean 
Harmf'ul 
37. . . 5 20 15 28 32 1.75 
38. • • 
- - - -39. • • 50 16 8 13 13 1.46 
40. . . 4 12 5 15 64 2.36 
41. • • 11 26 22 16 25 1.59 
42. • • 16 17 11 16 40 1.94 
43. . . 50 7 12 17 14 1.76 
44. • • 12 13 13 18 44 2.05 
45. . . 11 21 13 13 42 1.85 
46. . . 22 40 10 15 13 1.01 
47. . . .. 
- - - 16" 5"6 2.26 48. . . 7 10 11 
49 ••• 28 29 18 9 16 1.02 
50 ••• 7 18 15 13 47 1.95 
51. . . 
- - - 16" - -52. • • 9 10 10 55 2.27 
53 • •• 11 9 11 20 50 2.25 
54. . . 10 10 22 23 35 1.92 
55. . . 
- - - - - -56. . . 32 15 20 19 14 1.47 
57. . . l 5 3 14 77 2.64 
58. • • 4 18 19 17 42 1.86 
59. . . 
- - - 1s - -60. • • 38 17 15 12 1.55 
61. • • 8 14 5 32 41 2.08 
62. . . 
- - 16 - - -63. . . 29 19 17 19 1.50 
64. . . 46 16 4 22 12 1.55 
65. • • 48 - - - 18 -66. • • 12 7 15 1.75 
67. . . 10 6 8 16 60 2.44 
68. . . 4 4 2 5 85 2.67 
69 ••• 27 6 15 17 35 2.10 
70. • • 
- - - - - -
(contlnued on next page) 
" 
• 
Ql. 
~ 
Table lB. (coLCluded) 
Disagree 
• ~ 
State-lf 0 '1 '2 '3 lot Slightl;y Moder- Extremel;y 
ments. A-gree Haraf'ul Harllful atel;y Barllful Mean 
_Harmfu_1 
171. • • 31 11 4 13 41 2.20 
72. . . 44 11 7 9 29 1.69 
73. • • 13 5 4 5 73 2.67 
74. • • 4 8 3 10 75 2.58 
75. . . 
- - - - - -76. • • 1 2 2 4 91 2.85 
??. • • 6 6 9 18 61 2.24 
78. • • 12 23 21 21 23 1.50 
79 ••• 
- - - ls 6'0 1.76 80. • • 5 5 12 
81 ••• 3 3 4 12 78 2.70 
82. • • 21 24 30 8 17 1.20 
83. • • 
- - - 19 - 1.60 84. • • 7 21 23 30 
85. • • 8 15 21 19 37 1.50 
86. . . 
- 16 - - - -87. • • 2 7 28 47 2.08 
88. • • 26 18 17 17 22 1.57 
89. • • 10 20 18 13 39 1.78 
90 ••• 
- 28 - - - -91. • • 13 15 19 25 1.47 
92. • • 2 23 10 18 47 1.90 
93. • • 7 10 14 21 48 2.15 
94. • • 7 10 0 8 75 2.61 
f'\ 
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